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INTRODUCTION 
“fractured-weather fall from open palms” 

                       from Adult-Faces pg. 
 
 
 Perhaps it can be noticed by now, (whatever time is), that the world is spinning; 

spinning as was taught in elementary school. The orbit of the earth, but the orbit of a single 

instant, a single instant with inhabitants on the surface of it; cycling through times and 

dimensions and spaces of inconceivable nuance—details more luminous than a trillion 

exploding galaxies, (how to speak of butterfly wings).  

 Dinner will be ready soon, but that cannot stop this instant as it continues to 

hammer from behind a silent hidden door. Tucked behind the tears of disfigured ancestry, 

haunting these seams with a preoccupied breath of distance—while speeds of the immediate 

pick up, (against the will of lawful limit), and measure to the outskirts of speed and an era’s 

end, demarcated by the end of last night’s dream.  

 Punctuation, soar and throbbing from deliverance, holds each flash card of lightning 

necessary for space to emanate a repetitious slur of saliva packed with cars, crows, and 

moments exposed down to their teeth. (There are too many crayons in this sock box); 

interruption but a religion of a glass case warding off the disease of early evening—every 

simultaneous fragile, anti-thesis to hand-me down diacritical sunsets, blasting artificial breeze 

into the wind of natural sensations. Criteria, but a begging bowl of patience, as each worm-

of-a-world wiggles into cupped hands extended to the eyes of a teleprompt reader. If this is 

overheard in a café, than we are each other.  

 As a hurricane slams into the Carolinas and a helicopter flies above the roof of this 

house; every sensory input used upon finding the artifacts contained within the specimens of 

the following contents, which mouth for their own purposes; where the elm in the front yard 

simply is that, and that only. But if said tree is labeled tree then room suffocates, and the 

non-withering plants in the following parenthesis: (      ), will/are simply known as 

withered—and next moment moves on again, perhaps little more unnecessarily, aimlessly. 

Yet, if eyes focus and still upon the crevices between between, than maybe just maybe 

illumination will incarnate space where insight had not yet found embodiment within  

connective-tissue of the applied brain.  



 Please think carefully as each, slimy piece of intelligence, pollinates the landscape 

behind each shadow of a preferable angle; no two hold same place yet both appear 

simultaneously, and this provides results of behavioral implications, which may un-restrain 

when grouped beyond the scope of acknowledgment. Kitchen sink level appears in the most 

un-anticipated castles of an instant, but if the instant remains television-commercial to the 

continuous need of caloric information— 

  which most of the world is running on, than of course having missed the 

moment for recognition, the ghost of the deadened nub of touch continues on, undetected 

picking-and-choosing each bacterial enhancement—convicted as fit.  

 Opportunities live in the following spheres, post-revealed ordering of non-

explanational planets and quarks, which wiggle there way into definition and explode.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Stupa 
 
 
un-tucked from cleft-eyed cliffs 
rolling: growing  
fields of light-corn— 
seed burst, tumble down cheeks 
 
and  
 
deeper; deeper—earth—  
behind dilated-inhalation; 
up  
to sky 
in actual water 
 
in curves of an eagle  
without a singular language: 
lightning-instructions— 
pollinate  
 
information of  
possibility in a  
sand grain; neuron-of-crystal-electric; 
 
tongue: the verge   
of incarnating  
smashed dark canyons— 
 
broken records 
 
return liquid, then 
absorbed, hidden— 
intravenously: a voice:  
 
gold ladder rungs 
 
above a rolling flickering desert; 
refracted tears, the rain  
over dust  
 
the stupa  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Light-Door  
 
 
a man 
wearing a hood 
 
hands me  
a key 
 
“if you 
open this  
 
door” he says 
 
“you’ll  
be able   
 
to unlock  
anything” he says 
 
I unlock  
the door  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Wind of Grass 
 
 
the order  
of what are:  
a world-system 
 
enabling  
all cosmological implication 
to become  
 
instantaneously animate— 
when 
 
this happens— 
breath: (difference)…  
(than previous 
 
moments  
in his or her  
life), (and  
 
up  
until now  
belief stopped everything);  
 
morphogenic-field; undeniable  
qualities  
 
immediate adaptation—stripes 
on a tiger; wind 
of a  
 
grass blade or 
hand, hair, thin, gentle  
necessities  
 
formulate confidence   
into intangible biceps  
of ear— 
 
placed gentle on 
beating heart  
of a wall made from timeless  
atomic perfection:  
the ordinary hunts  
every shadow— 
just as it stalks now    



Behind Every Thought 
 
 
there is a castle 
behind every thought, not  
a castle but a  
 
pause—an oasis  
from  
static in every passing  
 
radio station of  
everyday coffee  
 
and the attachment  
to the hand of the mundane, but  
this is a bus tour 
 
and historians  
may or may not be talking myth, (especially 
when considering  
 
what people in  
power may never have known…) where 
 
resonance  
depends upon relation to a  
 
yield sign—sudden: (inhalation, 
which wasn’t programmed by anyone anyone grew up with)— 
 
spontaneous-neuron; un-understandable  
curiosity;—the skin one wears behind  
 
closed eyelids;  
 
and when drinking this from techno-colored sound-space  
outstretched— 
offered like any gesture from any stranger: 
 
certainty questions    
to find place  
 
to squirm   
in the unorthodox decision  
to choose right over left 
 
or  



depending on  
weather, left  
over right— 
 
if present attendant  
closes unclosed eyes… 
 
and look,  
 
behind them— 
 
when the train comes, (which 
it’s about to), look directly at it  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



When Sky Is Dark; Kitchen Sink 
 
 
(a nature 
which remains  
 
severed from  
implications of the lightbulb), the 
stars: (  
 
eyes of  
community); 
ease of incomprehensible time and distance 
 
strolls  
over mountain peaks north of India, the  
peaks in our  
 
mind— 
and provides a journey  
in form: unraveling question mark, 
un-forming rounded cloud masses 
 
above  
a verdant valley  
 
to complete standstill; last-breath; 
period at the end of a sentence; understanding  
formulates  
 
conception from   
received blinding headlight of day 
partnering with  
 
vision-piercing— 
nocturnal caves 
in absence of menstruation;  
 
father and mother  
silhouette, one;  
the fabric of stars, the  
other, vast blue  
 
together,  
union 
behind  
your  
 



entangled   
trash heaps of  
culturally imposed, neurological  
 
house-roofs; the  
post-apocalyptic, middle America  
in everyone’s psyche; 
 
if identified 
a starting line, if  
not  
 
the continual, spinning wheel  
of a lab rat, fucking  
along   
 
corridors of  
shadow-imposed projections of light; an  
endless 
 
identifiable-disfiguration, adding  
gasoline 
to another threshold; but if 
 
intervention— 
a portrait  
 
of an inexplicable molecule, immediate 
stop sign  
 
engendered in the precision  
of an approximate—stained glass  
to the disposition—sudden   
landscape-interjection: an option 
(in the teleprompt)—where  
 
a second previously 
there was no other button— 
but the head-on collision in highway traffic; 
 
the line: the decision to memorize—unfabricated—spot 
between thought and emotion 
 
muscle-start; 
 
gently untangling  
a barbwire-of-memory, only 
finally to  



 
perceive the kitchen sink, nothing  
to do with a hypothetical nuclear disaster…  
yet, not ignoring such possibility    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Everyday Departure 
 
 
routine: 
brief movie;  
 
this  
 
must be eloquence  
of phenomena, a  
coffee table with  
 
sugar in the mug; cube-of-time, 
instance, then gone— 
yet like cloud stretched over a county 
 
before a storm— 
what lingers is the emotion, a  
sense, something  
 
of atmospheric-conversation— 
this: how it clasps onto   
a statue of war;  
 
parking garage; whiff: 
after-thought 
huddled over our heads 
 
in the faintest of  
commonality; bonding— 
where books spoke surviving a desert, or  
 
those who  
fight by the will of the nation, standing 
beside meaning  
 
and never cast shadow 
as the sun remains  
un-moveable;  
 
an icon in the brain— 
burns, learns  
to remain a peep-hole of a sliver for  
 
anything at all— 
what else can be ascertained from the psychological-window  
never provided, always 
 



crawling beneath each 
passage of city 
formational-marrow; another  
 
plastic cup 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Unmute Or the Grenade 
 
 
cannot bridge  
what  
it is not; language  
 
of silence  
deploys her minds across conversation  
 
to the other  
side of validity; only a forest  
 
of resonance 
in the brainstem  
 
can apprehend   
lakes and ponds of familiar or  
deadly  
 
information, as it is  
perceived from periphery  
of undetected locals, natives  
 
standing to the side  
of each ear  
catching wisps of the ghosts of cumulus  
 
with a galaxy-net  
specially designed to do so, it 
 
filters 
out radiation strangled in noise, so that  
photosynthetic-archetypes  
 
can continue along, unimpeded   
towards a doorway 
of uncreated knowledge; rough-and-cut  
 
kaleidoscopic-splinters of exactitude-blossom, that  
would deafen  
denial to cardiac arrest;  
if, ordinary, smiling  
 
Jack and Jill  
were to catch such a trout; cut-out 
cardboard people  
 



living in the space of what  
cannot experience, filling in  
for what  
the living cannot; 
(…never was personal) 
as to why 
 
(explanations  
could leak the entire site  
with oil (if not careful)) 
 
the pieces swim in collection,  
and held there;—engineering  
a collection 
 
without definitive culture  
or language;— 
nothing rocks nor trees  
 
ever heard— 
but also not unfamiliar to how trees and rocks  
become fertile  
 
with eons of  
crystalized songs;—memories 
swarm with the hollow-wings  
 
of translucent-necessity,  
and in them  
tunnels of undocumented vibrations, each  
 
string carrying its own family,  
building an organism, the  
result of tremendous inconceivable architectures 
 
find their skin 
and begin to unwrap messages from an ancient script;— 
if silence 
 
attains grip, measures 
become animate—essential timing  
unquestioned— 
walls make house-water  
 
from a spicket ticks  
suck from hours of a beating-engine, 
our computer-lips; the  
 



drop we’re in  
has a functional hand, unpinning  
a word  
 
when she commands; her  
voice  
 
cannot bridge  
what is not made of silence  
    
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Moth Queen 
 
 
If the thought is not the person, the mirage  
of her, even if…fill-in-the-blank, seems 
to shine brighter than in mirror-detection, has 
wider window range—and less animate 
eyes and human ears: the moth-like body 
of an alphabet 
 
than at least she might pertain  
to something beneath an eyelid; or no, 
(this wishing-unaware is not a drop-of-water 
in toilet rushing—with billions), but  
she strides with a shade of lither-walls,  
lathe, pliable-arms, doors 
heavy in strength and societal prowess. All her  
 
speaking prodigies in shortened centuries: 
a hair-thin source of clarity, 
(apparently in air), rise from her 
collective auditory-movies from an abundant 
errand-running thought, gladly being 
compelled—foreground-innuendo—native  
tongue  
 
of the person on the hunt; in  
oasis; beside fill-in-the-blank; seams 
of bright makes brighter than  
fractal; from space, snapshot— 
closing around intimate-and-personal; information 
unobscured; attempting to plow  
what’s landed in a melting shift; every moth 
 
but a body 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Slow Down 
 
 
develop the film better; retrieve  
fissure before it gets dark  
in the misapprehension of side 
 
it is possible  
to rip the frame off the wall and look at the wall 
for the very first time; 
 
you have to solve your own problems 
there’s nothing anyone can tell you 
that you don’t already have inside  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bristle 
 
 
needling until nub; an  
entire stitch; finally 
muscle where theory had stood tall  
 
an-ocean-and-a-half  
still eons away, but  
not eons in how they might be, but  
eons: how it takes walking  
 
or driving (or whatever transportation preferred);   
glint in smile, previously  
un-experienced, word, (nice  
map of the Atlantic; (whoever’s 
 
been there?)); Atlantis: 
an index finger— 
where previously there were languages for gloves  
on the hands; 
 
paper: tactile sensation; all replaced; 
those incalculable preferences and  
fortune-cookies, defunct, useless airplane 
rots  
 
in distant laughter; the subject 
isn’t even to radar what sonar might’ve-was— 
the whole thing’s a  
 
cube stuck inside a cube stuck inside another; all  
the while looking  
binocular-forward— 
 
whoever heard of what a house had been; but  
when shadows-of-breath fill   
grandfather-clocks of his or her cellular wall structure 
 
then gentle-yet-firm as tooth-brush bristle  
one dot of pen-ink:  
the result  
 
resembles an assassin 
standing over the god of impermanence 
 
 
 



Whispers 
 
 
golden bridge; fountain of wind; 
arches of rainbow-trees; a breath 
deep-rooted cycles of sun-and-moon; 
river of veins; gently holding  
a turquoise vase; both hands a  
spectra of omnipresent color 
 
the calm arrival of constellations, unhurried 
in their whispers from dilated   
oracles of song, dark 
drips from their lips, the night, a tinkling-of-waves; 
faucet-of-weave, a mercury-fabric   
from spinner-wheel; reign:  
of zero stopping:  
lightning shape of wings;  
unfolding, identity to sky 
 
in flesh-of-arrival, continuous,  
unimpeded whispers—softening foliage; surrounded 
by songs-in-skin from tulip-gallop of panic for location 
unheard behind waves—  
flooding fabric; river stones where water was— 
zero room to excavate question;  
constellation-wings appear from all sides; simultaneous  
identities cover-and-uncover  
 
silent-earth; earth that never speaks; 
continuously inhabiting within—soft, delicate membrane; 
a scheme of locations embroidered with mountains 
threading undeniable memories unheard;  
dormant behind stones of a lost tactile sensation, which 
squirms to excavate perimeter for foundation 
for sides’ consciousness to blink; 
wide-potential-frame beneath bramble for covers of closed thistle-lids  
 
hidden from light; silence  
creeps in membrane-pliability, its belly 
but the mountains of forgone centuries, weighted 
by memories of water’s mourning geography,  
heavy as a billion exploding suns; the dial, lost in genesis 
of its own physicality; foundation 
curled in the consciousness of hesitant elasticity 
stitched by the lipid-needle of investigative-surgery; 
 
the light outside, after all, remains a nucleus; 



the belly of a whale: perforation of dimensionality; 
centuries in a piece of dried skin, burdened 
by a shackle of black-out technology; massive  
and exploding; (any thought: connective; ends 
an existence—could amend): gorse plateaus  
of cadmium, deserted hesitancy, twisted around animal 
of digested-plastic; investigative-yet-cotton 
 
stuffed light, swollen with an orthodoxy of  
transparent-walls; a whale swims passed but 
undetected by skin; clawing as mouth 
moves technological among a source-infected 
end; hunched with inspection; mesmerized 
by plateaus of magnetic wavelengths  
refracting animals of unanswered inclinations  
pounding at the plastic under each satellite signal 
 
stuffed fragment-shadow; multiplicity 
of hallway-dimension; blank in transparent possibility;  
clawing down a language of shards; 
atomical dissections of an infected rumor; howls’ 
mesmerized—shrieking farm tractors: 
all the wavelengths that have ever been abandoned: a corn row 
of personal refraction, (in the middle of this), splintered  
identified ownership; pounding beneath  
 
a multiplicity of country landscapes and ideas; pillow 
beneath possibility; an anchor holding ship 
from shards of chance; waving flag  
in rumor of clairvoyant-difference; held  
behind a tractor-beam, flash: inconvenient-sparkle 
effecting an edge of corn; glimpses; blurred 
to splinters of glimpses; pierces of doorway;  
ownership closer than heartbeat—  
 
landscapes populating intravenous attitudes; 
a hypodermic-anchor; musculature-unaffirmed grows with each 
yield of chance-ignoring fuselage-imprecations; warned 
by shouts from the other side of indifference; where a  
family-of-lightning cringes within; snapped gorse root; 
glimpses meander headlessly in desperate search to  
relieve echoing-pierces of endless metallic-penetration; 
heartbeat: hypocritical element in mathematical precision 
 
populates a passing second, what previously remained a ghost— 
and grows with each passing blood stream; antibiotic 
coagulation, builds a castle-of-fuselage memorization; 
indifference weakens, first at the knees, bent over, coughing 



out broken twisted-riddles of un-diffusible enmeshment; 
entangled neurological cloisters of headless portraits; 
all pointers, aimlessly-endlessly; a dial tone in static-cathedral; 
mathematics disguised in a convenience of familiarity 
 
susurrate automatic convictions reifying a ghost  
with all of its passages of congregated growth; 
memorizing every crack in every brick of the castle;  
coughing: but an average temperature in a habitable climate; 
unbroken, a steady drift of star-mapped knowledge;  
un-concentrated, heaps of escaping enmeshment; uncensored 
tones of oil; common-pollination provides undamaged 
disguises wrapped in familiarized numbers cloaked as department store trash; 
 
reified host contributes to cocoon-ensnarement,  
measures of assembly line machine equipment have congregated every motor skill— 
imprisoned any fissures cracked upon ideological-hearing;  
swollen-diseased climate strangles further  
unconcentrated parts per billion into  
thin, liquid, heaps; bags  
pollinate, curfew-discharge, sterilized magnetic  
numbers copulate, increasing the general concrete-mask, which      
 
convinced an army of ordinary people:  
cocoon; measurement of whistles-to-tank,   
imprisoned intensify—gripped further  
sanitized billions converge  
into sanitized billions;  
bags of silenced fists—carried to flat-earth edge and   
dropped, (never an early enough discharge), 
concrete-masks increase population and size 
 
while puss inside an ordinary human pimple 
has cap on the limit of its tank; a  
grip that can falter  
at the verge of packed-further— 
convergent-parts atomically unite— 
max capacity: silence inflates beyond capacity threshold, 
enough-is-enough; erupt: violent-shatter 
population-decimals from administered mushroom-cloud; 
 
puss within single thought 
from limit unanswered, swarms with concoction of future 
never happened—shackled by margins, an un-nerving  
escalation packs nuclear heat  
at every instant; in every breath, atomic principles threaten 
thresholds of gentle air into   
swirls of city, street, and person; 



administered: suffocated-everyday: light had a moment undefended 
 
thought unravels at single instance of particle-finger: 
ironic-situation—no iron can stay limited to— 
while margins gather blood-clot support; upon canyon-precipice 
each moment stands un-escalated, simple, 
unthreatening—always shadow to presence of  
condensational anomalies named violence; on the outskirts   
an immortal witness, stands, untouched by any personhood, yet suffused 
in every moment, undefended—how  
 
fingers and hearing, the tongue and seeing, inhalation’s  
work with the ironic-in-every sobering-window, always 
a sky, despite wireless-statues of clotted-reinforcement;  
moments surround, reflection-after-reflection, unbound  
presence of encapsulated, unwritten-next, tulips-gallop;  
the hangover learns to unfist star-drops from eye’s outskirt  
outside confines of emotionally-yellow taped constriction— 
veins proceed flow devoid of lie-immortal; every moment: burning flame   
  
of golden inhalation: unaccounted palace for educating 
windows-of-water in foliage of unmodified genetics, inhabited 
in un-clotted cycles of rotation; respiration— 
river outside of river unique to unbound correspondence;  
each hand, naked, neutral, vulnerable: an unwritten-embodiment— 
colors what has not yet been invented; open palms; drop: 
unconstrained-present; unimposed, floods-of-how vase  
each proceeding flame is 
 
golden bridged fountain of wind; 
arches of rainbow-trees: breath 
deep-rooted cycles of moon-and-sun; 
river of veins; both hands  
an omnipresent spectra within turquoise light   
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Ocean In All Living Matter 
 
 
intricate telekinetic neon pink walls tremble; 
ordinary trees  
weave into each other, 
whisper 
 
sky 
 
burning in my eyes  
cloud after cloud; watched myself slip away;  
wide, roaring as a river  
 
its banks were made of highways  
twining moon and light  
and blinking yellow, street lamp buzzes; 
whirlwind of monotonous intensity: 
oracle for our day, singing prophecy; 
 
singing daytime to fixed gravitation of  
waking oscillations of which 
remain impenetrable, particle of  
non-negotiable sites  
congregating nomadic— 
 
great mountains, which 
routinely engulf—and provide  
refugee camps for the errant  
meander—nothing other than  
the ocean  
within all living-matter; same 
 
reflection in the mirror  
hanging as light  
in a basement of the brain—of an  
intact, blinking  
 
window  
of who sees this: 
neighborhood, clogged sink; 
job interview; clean clothes  
 
more window than glass 
transparent silence; trillions of molecules; 
black dots: pulsating sacks 
of frightened fleas banging on the surface-of-the-outside 
 



branches an ordinary excess with the  
washed out trees of  
yesterday; a wall 
crumbles beneath wind  
and daylight; shadows crawl 
across a highway  
in the veins; vines  
verdant more than green; a 
 
discarded mask  
reveals a face  
made of iron black birds  
absorbed in building an afternoon  
from a dead rabbit: a new American city;  
 
quivering water drains 
reflect sacrifice;  
thunder storm nest of what comes-and-goes: 
exchanging  
 
time for place and location  
for time places placeless places in place of itself and location 
beams bright between neither before-nor-after 
 
form a tension from tense; 
taut wire, for a scope of emotional durability 
and realistic limit: peering over cliff 
swarms with an undeniable visceral peck at conscience— 
vibration  
 
hypnotizes un-identical configurations to  
intermix, an intervention of untwisted limestone— 
purple-ing from within—uncreated explosion— 
so many galaxies 
 
in the eye blink of a breeze— 
how many witnesses  
to single instant of curable rewiring 
that simply doesn’t happen  
 
in the asylum sought after pepper;   
shade in every action suppressing rain; silence  
infects beneath root-expansion; throb 
of air  
 
conversed between abandoned information by 
begged for moderation, which hasn’t yet been perceived as possible;  
maneuver of action; tied to a  



captured  
 
rapture of world; who  
stumbles adrift devoid of craving— 
connected to the wind airplanes envy; to open my eyes: 
undeniable evidence 
 
among clarity; nothing  
disputes a pyramid of  
affirmational-non-preventative-distance— 
for, from the perspective of the fifth dimension, 
the previous era of the planet is only but a house away;  
 
…uninvented-yet-among  
community of  
center-shatter, but a  
reclusive notion as  
genuine pockets of rocks behind each scar of emotion— 
 
what everyone is—but without identifying  
run-away action; the grocery cart; steering wheel— 
reason possessing human-animal apex, radiant 
eyes in palms—are, but theoretical potential in an adverb 
describing solar electric hunters-and-gatherers; the ee  
at the end of a sun-type-of-day  
 
expands time-knot 
grape cluster of space  
in a bowl of senses  
on an oaken table, which begs for obedience to a  
 
haunted hourglass  
organizing data as its filters through associational backyard retrieval to make  
orderly decisions on how to interpret the tonal frequency  
in a dissonant signal coming from beyond the constellation Centaurus: 
pink lemonade 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 



Humanified 
 
 
Blue-clustered, responsive-site; 
translucent wall in human-blisters 
pattern like rain on an elemental-window,  
life: our master and, without light, I dwell. Here 
photons bulge heavily from rock-clouds, brought 
by an electromagnetic-wind seeking home  
beyond the camouflaged-desert of thought, hence 
the human-ified-spoke in cyclic-winter; each spoke  
glimmers with billion-arms of sunlight, said third 
dimensional angle in a snappy tone, said fourth 
dimensional angle was peace in a time of perpetual-crisis, said fifth 
dimensional angle, mind: holographic-geography; each  
a billion-arms of light, multi-dimensional pillars  
opposed to impositional interference, architectural-fate: 
each dimension’s voice, hair-thin as forbearance; forbearance 
the foundational-bottom to all experience, seldom touched.  
 
The guests whom we support, puppets us 
deliver. Inter-harmonious chemistry, common  
human, what of that door-of-skin? Creature of 
quark compared to space-size: nuclear-dynamite,  
convulsive-physiology—skin-silo of photon; nuclear weapons; 
the guests whom we support build and threaten, 
still, still we insist delivery behind economic-delusion; still magic,  
still solar-wind yet a motionless reflection, still 
us in every single one, in uncollected collections of dream 
left-over, previous generation, still imprisoning, human  
skill, in its organism; emotional-silence, replicating  
disposable activities, nuanced sortilege in an expected destruction 
against water’s reflection; against an internalized-notion 
of end—whispers through cracks: infection; the personality. 
 
Ignorant to sickness—suffocating by romance 
by whatever object entertains personal limit; never delivering  
satisfaction to final grasp;—forever revolving in revolver-chance; 
revolver: symptom-museum; silenced memory  
entombed by charitable euphony; the skin in a voice  
of bird-chirping-guests: a helio-coma. How strange  
a light, this accurate, exacting angle. Sight 
discards prescribed heaven with flashlight precision. Sight: 
hypocritical antithesis upon things identified. Sight,  
severance by observance, cuts each human-ified  
to its unacknowledged inner-guest. But sudden  
to combat with inconvenient descriptions 
of an uncredible source built on disclosure;  



every tongue-jerk, negativity—of what does not know, it does not have.  
 
To grasp light; the ordinary,  
an always four a.m. time signature; a plane  
at the window—at the window, mountains, sky 
and cloud-rocks; morning traffic; 
afternoon’s trace; the night’s reflective integration; 
how construction-site results personality.  
The drill of routine. The voyage 
beyond mattress; indigo 
from nearby rooster; brain chemistry; a camouflaged-desert  
over an electric buzzing—beside internet news  
chemistry-observatory; galaxy-schedule; chemical-mountains 
a relative-signal from an observatory of the brain; solid 
sways of adjusting pinnacles—of consideration. 
Desert rain unfolds her hands. Undeniable turquoise. 
 
The common human is the common light. 
The common light is the light. 
No sect definable. The common fortune, 
hypnotized by what has been memorized: habitual 
substrate; but entrails, not identified as entrails,  
clogged, controlled by statuesque-pressure, 
relative-pixel to each color of moon; 
the common, induced by nothing familiar— 
alien to responsive inhale; undeveloped motor-skills  
ride theory on the wind of black-out rain in dry August; 
improvisations of each sidewalk crack allude, 
clock-shop, unidentifiable solider—no—person  
thinking of electrical usage to ward away a dark,  
repeating, appointment—in the daily dose of repetition; 
pillars of measured breakfast, neatly unmeasured  
common-fore-made answers. 
 
Unless light is believed in, light then 
remains mythic. An incisive-decoration,  
ornament of norm; something passed down 
from the wake of clay, image of him-and-herself; 
day, a religion, a religious state of commercials; 
a normative-barrage of climate in behavior;  
institutional-and-psychological ritual; north star  
center of the earth, facts coagulated with  
militant oblivion; an ozone’s 
imagination: golden inanimate  
penetrating gaze—of a lion;   
bread and water of civilization, oiled 
in permitted perimeter, maintains the kitchen table; 
clean; table-cloth, its windows: 



silencer on an unidentified gun; stuffed 
animals in every particle-behavior—deadening  
from the lips of the familiar; absent human-mirror; 
 
Memory-mirror. A human might  
prefer an abundance of choices, since 
light of the memory-mirror and the light 
of an abundance of choices, appears identical;  
light and the common light, only different by a hair-thin shadow. 
The world has changed. There have been many soldiers 
and there are many lights of commercials. 
More lights than reflections of them. 
Absent reflections haunt what isn’t noticed, absent, 
non-existent sign-post to measure direction— 
yet as a ghost implies once having had a body, each absent 
reflection populates the world with the dead— 
normative-things for public definition 
of humans situating the public-thing like name brand retail stores… 
The light glides beneath situating—this—uncreated instant, 
unconditional-mumbling a timeless message. 
 
The light is not a person; the effect: reflections 
of perceptual-angles, non-existent epitaphs:  
an exhibit of perceptual-angles: what human was, since 
neither its face, nor traffic, nor electricity, nor 
legend were part of what humans were; forms 
of still-life, in wax-museum; sky-things to think of 
in sky-books. The reflections of what Human was, stand  
a white-shadow beneath a black-sun; a text book, 
visceral, perpetual recollection, defining memory— 
an unacknowledged empty room, empty of door, empty of window;  
blasts perceptual-angles; (familiarity). 
Obscure-ordinary, ordinary: a loss—to pathological-obscurity 
a silenced-visceral loss, (theoretical); forced to transfer it 
to children; face-change, its changing faces; planetary failure. 
 
If the light is not a person, the emblem 
of it, seen if…perceptual-angles’ seams 
to stand statue taller than a person stands, has 
a silhouette lesser than less human  
measurement of humanity can withstand; human-like body 
of an emotional sense of it; projected body  
of what it is to have a body. Activity born  
clutching its ambivalent umbilical chord, reified  
by ambivalent behavioral code; institution of cellular-walls; 
corresponding walls of materialistic-insecurity.  
All humans categorize existence, justifying 
thoughts beside activity, as if confident—  



which puppets an undiscovered question to fall  
further from human-ified standards, for connection, into  
justifiably isolated cells of freedom, 
guarded, proven-thought; reinforcements 
surround, compelled by unnoticed, door and window: sound-commercial; common-thought. 
 
And if this phenomenon, magnified, is  
further magnified beyond human circumstance, projected 
against distance-of-severed emotion 
in populations of migratory certainty; 
reinforced by the “sane;” seen as prophetic answer; 
wept from the eyes of commercialized adjectives  
particularizing each nuanced detail to fit appropriate advertisement-family; 
entombed in proof—reified upon sight: 
plastic-ordinary—where fishes were  
birds, colored in smog like gelatin in candy  
and humans—are of what to the equation— 
as air-sensitive, factory imposed descriptions of  
food; disease-impregnate-—everything starving  
except the belly, nourished on birthing a generation of comas.   
 
An unprofound traffic of denial; 
a constant-prelude for the personality that 
lost its human-tether; loss of control 
the human-ified artificial reference point like a cell phone;  
the sound people approaches against  
a roaring backdrop of children  
gasping reflections from a resemblance of air; 
(digitalized); birthed as vegetables, the only city 
known as a planet—home but a numb-grief  
gnawing a frozen stick of sugar. The skeleton 
of history swirls in a toilet flush— 
brown clumps of digested meat: forgotten 
ancestral survival; this amputated-communion of disembodied-balance  
sleeps beneath the sun in a recoiled-cubical of complacency. 
 
It is not an ontological mirror. Nor a feeling.  
There is no reflection of the light.  
There is an itch in a femur as evidence. 
How could there be a disease in an outline 
outside of computational-design; a reflection orchestrated by humans? 
The light is not from the sun; a person seen 
as if the eye were emotion; 
as if in seeing, humans saw their reflection 
in the earth seen—and identifying 
ordinary-mutilation against a shadow-of-wholeness,  
the penetrating, pure eye witnesses, unstoppable decapitation  
of its home—its planet—its emotion. The human  



kidnapped by compromised relations; an imposture  
of commercials have swallowed the person— 
replacing its victim’s eyes, the entire human species, with  
manipulated, silent, murderous, advertisement-personality reflections 
non-existently screaming: “execute…execute all that is human.”  
 
The physiology of the human; syllables 
of the imagination, haunt behind daily life, 
following life’s sunshine, pouring forward;— 
when it’s night—taste of soil unconsciously 
secretes between cracks of meaningless references.  
The light are seams, which adds to nothing  
compared to what humans add. Uncensored, 
the human is the light; seams on the exact, undivided day— 
where syllables of the imagination flood in— 
filling a part of conception to the brim with  
inconceivable-breath of each unreal thing.— 
That the light is humanistic, quality 
of indeterminate wave-particle complexity; simple 
physiology of what makes up all things.— 
All things are destroyed by references imposed from not  
attending to the dead hidden beneath experience. The haunted 
qualifies all anonymous aspects; what humans do not know— 
the majority of earth’s human population transmitting unconscious-death. 
 
Trillions and trillions of photons, chiming voices, while 
silence behind light revolves 
in mimetic proportion, are blended, 
in spheres, through iridescent transitions 
apprehending the human-epiphany. 
Insights are an insistent luminosity 
riding fiercely toward the dark; approaches 
each nuance of time and space, revealing certainty 
beneath uncreated responses; the organic cellular, 
uncontrived centers’ reflection of center; all  
up turns, naked pivot-of-an innocent shape:  
knowledge glows in parallel apprehension of a crystal— 
crystals accumulate as travel increases; wearing out  
organs of an organic physiology; the human  
ages whether or not perceptions-angle inward toward the 
ignored, originless, center-less unification of all uncreated physiology, or not. 
 
The unordinary human with nothing ordinary  
discovered: human-personality; it embraces 
the self of daylight; all a shadow of photon existence—  
lying-sun, lying-moon, lying-earth, lying-car, 
makes a day a unit of some greater equivalence 
imposed by the rock-clouds in the elemental-window of a  



generation’s handy-me-down; and hears birds chirp 
for human-itself is, only but the birds chirping… 
The lying-sun being daylight doesn’t know— 
yet rejects anything that falsifies its life; 
this, the past projected upon a screen:  
personality inserted into the unconceived moment; 
colored crystals swirl reactively in an unidentified hormonal sequence;  
walls of lifetimes, from psychological-build constructs a table for  
innocent lemons to withstand; lemons, the daytime  
constructs, nothing noticed in the behavior from one generation to the next. Lost,  
the human desperately arrives into the personality-technologically as advertised;  
a made-up body that was ravenously sought after, for relief— 
always the mask-personality; but a routine-architecture of sight’s denial  
never quite fits an undead explanation, itching 
beneath each perception; craving for a further exact image of itself:  
perpetuating made-up daylight in the mask of technology.  
 
Each false narrative remains immortal, until the undead-itch 
beneath soil-of-unconscious becomes louder than   
a blue bouquet-of-normal: the personality protecting itself; 
blooming-sky of desperation preps, a pre-emptive, uncreated 
ear, to turn towards an empty room of ceaseless, instantaneous, decay— 
where water lost water eons ago behind a locked door  
of conclusional familiarities—the blue bouquet  
of experience stands, mockingly tall— 
an imposing question mark; eclipse falls over  
artificial flavor, artificial intelligence, artificial face; 
artificial body, false technologies of mine; meaning built  
cities of lies; usurped by the mime of personality;  
children: possessions of their familiar; possessed  
verifiable definition of what it is to be human;  
treasures of family; diamonds of earth,  
dressed in altitude of highest value, down to sea-level present;  
now cracks, show; a beginning in light’s detection;  
for human-light’s embryo; solitary and sobering; waking in an empty room  
to a voice reciting aloud non-negotiable terms to humanity—for where it went wrong. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Translucent House Of Luminous Echoes  
 
 
a voice that never began; 
intonation-rivers for walls;  
voice, colors  
spread, voice:  
  
Throughout colors, the voice; 
radiance expands interior:  
un-originated mirror  
made of indestructible-waters of  
inherent-sanity.  
 
To this mirror, replies  
all the drywall behind all 
manner of dream; 
dazzling-fissure of each  
dream, intoxicated by its very mirage-like structure,  
intoning an unconscious replication of  
the voice. 
 
Heart, is but a house of translucent-echoes, 
you have come to become the inherent-situation— 
to make a voice resound. 
You, dazzling-fissure 
with walls of dreaming drywall, which  
have not been known ‘til now; the 
people beneath reactivity, on hearing this, overwhelms; (pressure)— 
 
there are those who wait to meet you.  
Alone, each pulse-beat flowers indestructible sobriety,  
which inebriate previous lives of denied flowers: 
the everybody; 
and as everybodies houses in everybodies translucent hearts flower, 
the voice which never began, intones, colors; (donations). 
 
With colors all is communicated; 
O offer-er of flowers 
with sunlight—provide color 
with voice—  
those who hear shade are delivered earth. 
 
Later you will destroy, sky and oceans: 
we live only in your echo-house, 
here, in this moment. 
 
With inherent-water you will blot out water  



from all other source; doing so 
is companion-friendship; valor. 
 
You supply shade 
to those who must live on earth 
We live only in your house of echoes,  
here on earth. 
 
Mortal: the whisper of  
worlds, from hidden drywall; 
human-through-and-through: passage 
towards living on the earth opens:  
echo of translucent, un-originated 
color: not even a trace of the earth we live on will last: 
(undeniably received flower); 
we will disintegrate 
here on earth. 
 
From the inherent, uncreated, mirror, 
precious-radiance, I testify: 
we will come to an end.  
Sky and oceans are but reflections— 
though, of a distant second, 
though, of distant daylight 
you travel in, intoning 
replication  
through the unconscious  
to a hidden, inherent situation,  
like drywall— 
where we’ll soon disappear  
 
no one will survive.    
    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Palm-Of-Space Extends 
 
 
in the dilated-prism  
at the center of a wooden-hewed  
iris 
 
with many corridors for sword-shaped leaves, which 
twirl in a wooden-wind of transparent messages 
each encoded with a childhood scent only  
 
an evaporated moment in space would know, wood 
able to identify—like species of a plant or  
kaleidoscopic-corridors: memory— 
 
leaves; leave shapes alone as all sway, (no trace): 
between frequencies with no interferences; smell of   
wooden-childhood encodes itself: evaporated water; 
 
and with tantrum, a species loses ability to identify, (particle); 
every memory becomes an invasive weed;— 
corridors twirl of shapes sword-play among leave’s ornamental-interferences— 
 
and accidently slices off inhalation of a cryptic wooden-piece-of-water; 
memorizing species of invasive corridors  
among a shape of destructive ornaments, which sway or twirl 
 
a tantrum; amend sliced off mis-understandings  
of memory enhanced kaleidoscopes which corridors continue to shape 
swords from identity to nuclearization— 
 
while the transparent wooden door 
extends a palm-of-space   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Examination Theory 
 
 
He put the earth in a box 
to examine later 
 
concerned with sidewalk cracks 
packed in overflowing eyes 
 
which used to aim at sky patterns 
now stitched to precision on quark diameter 
 
mountainous shimmer 
magnetism: relentless calling; distant mythic-fire;  
 
bodies to where  
bodies to wear  
 
ground and space:  
taut string of a sitar 
mouths perfection 
 
intimacy of exactitude  
rooted to unfolding piece of river with  
 
stones of space jutting  
from honey-revealed, immediate orientation 
 
map cracks upon birthing 
beneath it  
a floating sky, nameless patterns; 
 
faith stimulates  
 
from a treasure of found hand prints  
an initiation of circuitry enhancement  
 
the country of identity:  
a momentary wing in the jaws of a daddy-long leg 
 
choice, but a pilot 
of earth 
 
leading un-original familiarity to a native  
cognition: cave of  
 
painted whispers  
overflows eyes with harmonies of simultaneous direction 



 
each wavelength  
cylindrical, non-abbreviated pulse of affirmation-intelligence  
 
effortless understanding  
 
choice  
by earth control, laws enabling  
 
precious moment; examine  
 
* 
 
understanding a body 
of choice,  
 
worn patience of nothing to race 
quantities of an elsewhere  
 
vanished— 
 
from addition to subtract 
supposed equals to complete equal 
 
whole repetition: 
the electricity running through lively veins  
 
* 
 
quality harnesses confidence  
beside a virtual world 
 
recognition  
the support of light switches 
 
a tiny breath:  
but a journal of unwritten scripture 
 
instructions on how to end war 
to end loss, fissures between a generation’s hand and the disintegration 
 
of the present generation’s value on a hand;  
bridges build peace through a trickle of listening stones, those  
stumps of mud 
 
who’ve taken the disease of speed seriously enough 
to listen, and later hear  
 



endless depths of a future-less second; 
the gravity of one, long, silence  
 
coated in encoded multiplicity, each 
strand corresponding to precious, vibratory, signature of  
 
bridges, 
all of them true 
 
shining with precise singular significance 
shining into the heart of the possessed gate-keeper,  
 
pokes a hole through the heart of a life-sentence,  
a hole the dead exit through  
 
the end of a future  
a magnetic calling,  
 
invisible earth 
entangled in repair,  
 
disregard evacuates  
with the rest of death 
 
* 
 
un-confused correspondence  
bounces a signal of radioactive  
 
trust in the unshelved 
display of recognition and breathing windows; 
 
books slowly lose their meat  
to the mouths of moths eating a coat  
 
of conditioned transparency off 
the cover of embedded physiology  
 
plummeting from a chimney of quilted polyester 
impositional, hypnotic, inductions of  
 
radio-silence; requiem  
unknown to the manual misprint, most  
 
cannot see a miracle  
worshipping the walls of content 
 
in a prayer of inattentive  



mundane surgery— 
 
always tying  
a preparatory rope of string: 
 
an act of history 
obligational identity 
 
* 
 
on a taut rope  
thoughts wait for indications of time  
 
registered, examining the faces of earth, a geometry  
conclusive  
 
insight attached to the ends of people 
the sky decides, which eyelids to portray or not  
by swerve in crammed  
 
capacity overflows from the eyes of  
space, cast between matter and  
acceptability 
 
the squeezed opening in a lasso  
ripens for an instant of fruitful contraction 
 
and dialed into blue; 
glass surrounding first-person shatters—and upon 
 
closing in around cup of the neck 
beheads significance at its root— 
 
having lost necessity 
acceleration of disentanglement increases at the velocity  
 
of an exploding star    
  
* 
 
delicate goose feather,  
 
space between neurons  
expands pausing at the disrupted highway 
 
in a car’s ability to expect: 
commonly twisted; 
 



in possessed memory  
imposed circuitry  
by delicate 
 
feather of goose tail  
ringing through the ear:  
 
I-technology 
 
* 
 
thought of will, 
but a desire  
 
in an earthly-body 
attraction, fruitful 
relationship-particles of breath 
 
point onward from committed  
process to somewhere endlessly into the distant point of erotic unveiling  
 
incinerated upon quality, necessity 
follows after, pulled 
by the magnetism of heat  
 
into the aloneness of unmasking, revelation 
of less matter than matter had made a mask about matter-of-things  
of the world 
 
like a fancy earth with wings; 
a sound among air in a box for later examination 
 
when moments finally end 
their places within memory’s rest— 
at exact second when the sun  
 
aligns directly over a flutter of flame-feathers, whose 
center piece contains eyes  
discovered from abandoned delusion of separation  
their quiet, burns 
 
through will of resistance or non-restraint 
the resolve of which 
invokes a necessary system of unwrinkling  
 
the mass heap of opaque cities  
clotted in a constellation of entwined fusion: 
the density being I 



 
sacrificial goat in harmonic intervals of water 
having lost earth, an assimilated  
panic has insisted its existence as skin, now 
 
beneath each examination, but an engulfing incinerator 
prepped on constituted-affirmation: the delivery, 
encounter 
 
* 
 
drips follow surrounded distance of mountain 
on wings of what remains non-solvable: an open question— 
 
abandoning moisture for activity  
just above sound 
 
wind 
 
will not stand to allow  
pillars of senses to remain  
embalmed much longer 
 
afternoons have been swept by, countless  
artifact’s recount; why 
would an unbounding transfixed morphogenic discernment  
continue to enable  
 
object’s domesticated edges of calm familiarity— 
when drips of cloud are simply 
laws, un-integrated course of measure, gulp of  
 
faucet water burns out dehydration;  
a single swipe of glass,  
labor to clean, empties  
from daily constricted nodule-placid continuous sequence  
 
growing despite efforts of drinking vacated 
spaces of fear— 
having fled density, deformed,  
vectors, which had breezed through all choice-variables to stop; 
 
soft vantage points of distance 
linger between convergence 
held in the end of the earth  
 
passed  
to the hand of  



whatever’s apprehended  
 
* 
 
ocean above, sky below  
descends  
 
from an age  
of signified food and signified nature  
soon only screens where a forest had been slaughtered  
intention remains 
 
an afternoon, continuously murdered,  
craters through loops propel, manmade meteorite 
from replicated 
 
languages of a tool— 
the wedge, the ramp; 
events idolized efficiency of nostalgia 
 
every signified sunlight 
another signified sunlight, like breath  
 
whatever descends: 
 
* 
 
stand in the center  
behind ancientness:  
 
corridors-dance 
 
lucid  
skin-of-fire;  
 
no attainment, 
an ordinary: smile; 
  
tips of greeting  
each decision  
 
*  
 
now having met each other  
through all the hanging-out-to-dry: 
shapes-given-wind 
 
no longer genesis  



in the importance of genesis’s, allow,  
buildings collapse and  
 
people to die; release  
 
horse hair brushes sticky with yellow glob’s resurrection,  
continuously galloping landscapes  
over the belief of living in childhood   
as valuable playhouse-measure,  
as offer, to the result of our fruit 
 
eyeing each other like strangers  
continues useless; honey  
 
understood  
abiding in a single hive;  
 
the nails used  
are a spacecraft 
 
traveling through space-time to the location where  
science fiction was born from having hammered wrists and ankles,  
embracing a house full of congregated stories— 
 
fixated upon a spacecraft 
lags behind:  
changes in effect causing it;  
 
an unwanted sexual advance  
 
passed to the kids, 
a book  
 
re-read;  
 
value of physical property 
induction falls behind magnetism’s force; an everyday re-ritualizing  
 
play of death  
handed to those threatened of not being accepted  
 
onto the spacecraft  
used  
 
inseminating each other  
for asset protection,  
 
the playhouse, no one  



remembers building; now  
 
having met each other— 
 
there’s honey in the hive— 
let people die 
 
* 
 
of the stuff, what  
no one remembers  
filled with sweet 
preserve; a door  
 
outside: release:  
ear cupped on inner-open 
 
hearing  
an other  
 
ladder up  
from untwisted,  
 
straight-forward, database, 
someone else’s words,  
 
reveals hidden 
lust to untwist  
 
hidden portraits of  
uncontaminated honey 
 
from stained  
associations, result:  
 
unwanted shape 
unwanted eyesight;  
 
a filter  
now of acceptance  
 
leads unpredictable gaps to unify  
especially as they flutter  
 
from a collapsing system of theory; 
examine  
 
each pattern to its origin by  



using the itinerary of constellation identified,  
 
the lack of substituting any immediacy 
with any other immediacy  
 
where desirability  
is not artificial  
 
but unrecognized magnetic 
time signature inhaling  
 
every drop  
of earthly explanation 
 
* 
 
creators were invented by the hand  
of understanding  
 
and room a quiet landscape  
of neurological impulses,  
a sky-blanket on the tongues of ocean  
 
bodies mostly made of molecular-feed 
from breath of water between  
 
chair or a kitchen— 
precise order presents itself, fluid-accuracy; 
 
burning terrain of un-arbitrary shadow 
behind footsteps of the sun— 
stretches limitless muscles of horizon, an elastic 
 
perception charged with ionic-answer— 
dialed in silence; 
communication pours forth wearing  
 
what you and I receive; 
the search—called off, what  
 
teaches appears beneath, communion 
of  ear and tongue,— 
flowers between  
 
calendar  
a velocity of adjectives for kitchen or chair;  
 
flash cards of donation:  



immediate reference  
 
points in a distance  
play death  
 
circulation  
to remain healthy;  
 
rubber bands expand— 
silence stays dialed;  
 
among replaced moments   
new places appear where previously those scrapes of past memories on this  
 
section of placed-disappear disappear and  
new untold moments, never replaced, now arrive  
 
only minutes ‘til water burst  
prepared to magnetize midwife: this time  
 
gestates conception 
helping to deliver preparatory arrangements for ending  
 
life absent of continuous presence of clarity;— 
deserted city, clarity  
 
conveyance of an un-placed 
memory   
 
having been born  
 
* 
 
ideologies veil dream’s transparency, belief: 
the fallen mass of a mask onto the faceless, uncontrollable 
time travel of endlessness  
 
where domination doesn’t occur, yet  
above crust  
a structure tighter than density  
reveals forms 
 
lumbering forward from tethered background— 
domination of earth 
outwitting intelligence of professors— 
 
an iron sun  
debriefs intelligence committee  



in the board of the brain over looking nimbus, spinning 
grey shade of  
 
factory incarnated mentalities  
carving loads from behavior incarcerated to  
streetlight imposed usurpations  
 
of ideally— 
 
water following  
agendas, unconscious behind  
golden window sealed with an orthodoxy of gender prescribed— 
referendum  
 
rigged with hesitancy— 
caught between an aim and sweep of  
time rolling behind an uncontrollable collection 
of garden flowers— 
 
hearts of which nothing but sons and daughters; 
population erupting procedures  
increase surgical tasks, unquestioned, inhibition— 
autonomous predicament of options— 
domination, but a shadow following  
 
ultimate-sleeping  
imprisonment of thought— 
 
birds chirp 
 
* 
 
inside pines never forget mythic-impression  
pressed  
 
upon sight  
posture: discovered planet  
in a location un-dictated, but stumbled upon  
 
observing water’s uninterested matter— 
mischievous material 
 
works beside dignity 
sits beside integrity 
 
point devoid of buy— 
naked human, each of us, in the shower: principle  
 



governance attempts to disappear  
history, convoluted brain stem with broken 
bodies of faith  
 
waters of the planet  
build a staircase— 
 
and if descended— 
he or she will find  
unfolding contractions of horror, intolerable…  
 
contradictions, how to reconcile  
humanhood with site no window can reveal— 
attempts of talking trash  
 
to a world of paradise; the insane  
pleading their case for destruction,  
 
heard only as the sound: apocalypse— 
background music at the local supermarket; ignorable, 
laughable,   
 
all attempts to provide the living result of what  
actions promise— 
everything to do with job above truth, money  
above mythic  
 
earth a concealed  
tension in the hands and legs  
of a rulership 
 
press-release,  
gain another election, 
 
gain new tongue  
on an angle of rifles— 
 
continuous strangled  
revolving door in a tug-of-war  
within frozen food   
 
a secret skin of heritage,  
the personal 
 
sky of transactive memory, prepared 
scoping new territory from   
general preferences of serial barcode— 
 



cageless chickens 
wheel in and out information bits, as long as  
approach remains the remains for crows then  
 
salutation remains vanished behind  
a torn piece of glass-mask, knived from shine, hidden 
as in  
 
reaping digestible answers  
sleepless digitalization  
 
stutters mechanical failure, 
inventor’s hand— 
 
for instantaneous realism, in the form  
of anything money provides— 
 
transaction dislodged from tracks of  
magnetism-equivalence, dislocated guise  
 
but a guide for anomaly reflected  
mutations, degenerative-passages,  
isolated corridors incur impression 
 
dancing hallways of 
mask-falling: preparation  
 
a solidified direction 
transports inescapable evidence  
of terrain aimed to cross; autumn 
 
to land; mutilated hearing 
paves methane to a state-of-Venus 
 
* 
 
tired of trailing behind   
tears of another bird’s reference  
for carnage the encyclopedia  
had inhaled  
more correspondence than  
 
laughs; mail sent  
to-and-fro, distance of after-tastes,   
distilled lightning in a world of screaming glass  
 
to provide an ear out of its mind,  
set of teeth, a mouth of fire  



single filing an aorta of information— 
 
over stuffed, yet crammed to hair-thin rays— 
genetics of overall scaffold  
behind sculpted perfection of solar systematic anti-centrifugal affirmation:  
the pillar, the sun  
 
behind center-less, non-erasure  
posture of the eye  
shoveling out hysterical data, 
enveloping oceans of sound-portraits,  
which contain communicative vitalities  
 
no one can translate  
but embodiment of line in temporary formation,  
clouds, as they pass no longer trespass:  
 
the result of reverence  
inspired question mark  
echoes on its own; elders lost 
in a measure of artificial flavor 
 
artificial silence 
 
* 
 
propelled through  
hyper vigilance of deep weeding 
force-fed amputations on what had already remained open— 
 
cave-toyboxes, useless to a habit of deforming holes  
when ears appear to have them, magnetized 
by dilation in an unpicked  
door-slit: newly born  
 
cartographic embalming  
coerces culture  
 
potentiality to deadline 
 
Mars becomes another factory farm; 
the vanity of redundancy 
 
a trait of negative space  
surrounding each exposure 
 
* 
 



time runs  
beside a race after death  
 
perfect beam of light  
 
undetected piece of sand  
in an embodied hourglass  
 
each eye stands on humanity’s impermanent condition;  
the air we breathe, always filled with ritual and particle  
 
undetected, gravitation in each technique  
to commune with what has not yet untwined from an oblivion of entwinement— 
 
seeking community among unborn  
shards held in solidification; every invention 
 
attempts to frame this map— 
missing the aim of craving’s design; people 
 
may never live on the earth, if they ever had 
electricity—has built memory; isolation 
 
from predated rooms in a gallery of  
apricot pits hunting boundaries  
 
multiplicity fissures at its birthmark, 
the apex of this crucified instant, an  
undeniable need for rectangular pieces of green colored paper 
 
bulimia  
opts from a box of primordial right 
 
no ne can force a race to end— 
 
when time, unconcerned about  
the water bubble 
masks each drop of ocean  
worn on the duration of life 
 
* 
 
how many examinations on singularity 
will understanding an intention of mass,  
 
effortless, traces, reap wavelength  
abundant in presence  
 



birthing translate:  
body to wear;  
 
whoever put the earth in a box 
made history of the future; 
 
nameless painted choices  
ocean an oceanic:  
 
entire exactly taut  
through continuous exchange  
 
uncracked surface   
in a walk 
 
from pilot to spider 
whole circuitry;  
 
treasures deepen  
erasure of momentary— 
 
discovered, new  
frequency: uncreated,  
 
coalescent shimmers, 
mouth perfection;  
 
where this  
precious moment commingles  
 
an unintended outcome 
precisely  
 
   
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fallen Wall 
 
 
a mouth; having survived ancestors, whatever  
they had endured—pregnancy after pregnancy;   
mouth of which moves continents from beneath—   
body of canyons; of gorges—vulnerable to—volcanic; 
in the back of the neck;   
 
having been crushed by a wall;—survived its fall upon  
ancestors within emotionality; shame— 
but a wall, coiled; coiled upon itself: snake-wall, 
hisses song of broken melodies: broken stained glass pieces: 
broken memories—its order, time has forgotten—whose  
exact meaning has been lost to a complication of angular deflection; 
 a world full of hieroglyphs—displayed slits of shadow fall  
against a backdrop of a blind woman’s touch; a neighborhood street; 
a church basement appears behind closed eyelids;  
 
closed-eyelids inhale: walls of sensation-cavernous: echoes of  
shapes, corresponding to knowledge; knowledge  
hidden from the known earth, world, life; hidden from  
intuition; a projection of possible shards layers a possibility 
onto cave-wall interpretation; cave-wall of dismembered  
ancestor screams; hieroglyphs; screams tried to protect; ancient 
forbidden knowledge in these broken pieces of glass 
stained with projections; whatever  
 
lives beneath hidden from blind woman’s sensation; but a  
mystery of possibility, of life, of meaning; shame: 
shapes of broken pieces; shame: screams 
echo through corridors of undetected memory— 
beneath layers of cave floor; up the back of the spine, 
out the throat—with the tongue of a thousand broken languages;  
chattering world collision; strangling embryonic-worlds; fetus  
torn from womb; wombs never sowed shut; 
 
holes fill with crimson silence vomit sleep  
in her blood vomit blood in her 
sleep vomits silence: her mouth— 
destroying unborn worlds before water break;  
her mouth: silence 
entanglement of blood-silence inhabits a cave behind her throat; 
 
having survived silent womb-breaking water-passage, echo; 
itch in the back of the throat; tongue can’t reach— 
depth behind cave-wall, not yet breached; intuition 
of hidden knowledge behind the world hissing in 



broken screams; shattered pieces: disfigured information— 
distort the air she attempts to breathe; every inhale  
an institution of sleep—projections feed at 
every attempt to reach beneath the wall:  
her body bleeds— 
torn from womb before time had a chance to retrieve  
memory on how to deliver  
children of its wild, spacial-contours; time  
imprisoned by religious ghosts, persecuting   
photosynthetic weaves of wind  
delivered from wombs of ancient trees  
aligning woven-language to physiology of what it is to breathe— 
 
persecuted passages of the ears of wind, by the 
religiously possessed—inhabited by ghosts—aimed to murder;  
a mass-grave of babies born in wedlock  
found beneath a house in Ireland— 
but one of the portraits in a cave  
a blind woman finds by accident, by sensation;  
no one remembers what came before a swarm of ghosts; 
religiously possessed, aimed to murder  
 
having survived a wall fallen on you; disfigured 
emotionality; broken screams of ancestry; shames  
survival for having been born; a hieroglyph of sleep 
imputes persecution, the internalized, possession of ghosts  
into emotion; having been born was wrong;  
now disfigured in screams, broken from memory— 
shame: a shattered, disfigured, hieroglyph 
of cavernous-sleep: the architecture of a hallway  
in the body; sensation in the back of the neck— 
inhalation: the blind woman’s touch to cave wall;  
listens to cacophony of screams;  
cannot make meaning from the anger; cannot 
make projections from the shatter— 
 
disoriented earth: where is the knowledge  
trees had aligned with— 
where are the woven physiologies of wind,— 
the photosynthetic interconnectedness to ancient breath-patterns; 
 
crushed beneath the weight of disoriented shards of screams  
from ghosts possessed to murder; 
deflections of stained glass shatter air before its touched:  
cacophony of shame; screams, the screams of   
ancestors in the back of the neck where the wall had fallen; 
 
survivor blinded with screams  



searches walls, (earth’s orbit): 
breath of time; weaves pattern: search;  
searches dream flesh; flesh dream searches a world;  
a world for knowledge and truth and reconciliation  
searches behind projections; cave-walls; beneath 
shards of stained glass; behind a cacophony of ghosts;  
the dismembered-point; the broken point; the religious wall 
fallen onto womb; birthing possessed horrors aimed to murder          
in the back of the throat; survivor in a blind  
scream searches through shards for answers;  
time used while alive on earth; time woven  
into a search haunted for answers; woven-time,  
the weave of life: a blind woman  
scans cavewall to listen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Adult Faces 
 
 
the sun lost behind shadow-faces 
mirrors a  
world of adults: 
fractured-weather fall from open palms; 
shadow integrated   
faces in a reflection 
 
children do not remember 
the sun; in the morning  
a palm of faces opens  
a folded mirror of the world;  
a world full of familiarity  
worn as the face of the child;  
 
faces shadow from pieces of  
adult faces mirrored  
in the living;  
thunder in open, extended palms:— 
shadow’s integrated face: it is morning;  
 
children rise  
behind adult faces of a severed world— 
a world, lonely, full of fragmented shadow; 
a disembodied-mirror 
in the reflection of the adult  
familiar with nothing 
but what the world unfolds from   
 
unfolds adults children become  
pieces of individuation severed shadow-faces  
reflection past,  
familiar to open palms; here it’s  
 
morning  
everything remembered 
in the absence of the sun   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Made Of Air 
 
 
a glass constructed of air  
speaks to the night surrounded by trees 
quivering against a burning echo; sculptures  
scatter against sound; light immobilized in a world 
habitable by branches of bonfire; foliage: 
what never adequately hides; sky of  
burial depths rooted 
to an upside down knotted-growth of sun; nude-light 
unwinds from a ripple-body 
of archway passages; lashes of an eyelid  
plow through a room filled with bridges  
made of space;  
 
water falls a palm open to voice what  
eyes cannot see; a future  
around a weightless corner of floating lives— 
passed a cemetery of silenced psychological pieces 
bobbing on the surface of time; time 
but a drop of pollen  
forming fountain with four angels in each direction; 
the navel of a now cut umbilical chord:  
center of the fountain 
 
pause 
 
in the synaptic shape of time’s perception;  
silence in the center of a hurricane; a door  
made of air; an indestructible drop of wind, opens 
behind the eyes in humanity’s skull; touch 
follows sunlight:  
loses ability to sense; an endless 
corridor of space; word-less 
 
languages: a voice  
echoes; memory simultaneously grows  
through the middle of a stopped thought; perception: 
world held in stasis, imperceptibly 
held apart by a voice  
made of space;  
 
a forest of wind  
pours out 
from center of the brain;  
 
the lives of a person never lived 



incinerate upon  
archways of solar heat;  
 
streets and parked cars, 
familiar neighborhoods vanish; the earth 
and sky disintegrates  
light floods onward 
building a brain made of infinite-languages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Natural Artificial  
 
 
counting time where pennies sleep and people tied  
to jobs not flagpoles or wooden-spikes dug into the ground  
where history flaps in the wind, swaying 
 
no time can count like the present moment; ownerless; 
homeless; city streets in the veins could be anywhere— 
no country for citizenship to report to; always on the walk, in each strut 
natural and artificial wind takes step with pride 
 
in a world without a world; this earth 
randomly carved into country-lined borders; border- 
line personality disorder; Shell Station in Tokyo  
Shell Station in Santa Fe; cut into turkey, thanksgiving; carved 
twitch-in-an-eye of an extraordinary mental-illness; neglect 
 
wages war with a flag of familiarity; standing outside 
witnessing neon-sunset after neon-sunset till the day I die  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Street Fountain 
 
 
I walk pass shadows 
covered in memory-skin: figment,  
shade of whispers: history, 
 inventing itself upon passing; a  
city in a splinter of wind; a sculpture garden 
populates, from helicopter view, swatch terrain; 
 
I walk pass moments   
frozen in charred-skin,  
undigested experience warped in stories  
of twisted-splintered time;  
a blur of memories  
wrapped in mirage of the instant;  
bodies of imposition:  
instants upon sculpted instants; 
 
hungry without cause; bodies shimmer  
between districts of an eternity in a pause; in a  
glimpse of light; a lamp-blur 
of houses race among cars  
as moments wander between  
countryside and city-side; and when 
 
slowed enough— 
kings, beggars, clowns, and saints   
merge beyond recognition; over-exposed 
shadows run along indistinguishable roads  
lonely with the dead, burning with fury in an  
unquenched drift of leaf; dizziness formulates, 
 
grasped-human-ness in a fist of marble-drought;  
the ghost of water splashes in a fountain made of constellations;  
blue trees surround the community of crystal distances  
twinkling: food, to blue trees; the  
circle of trees, fed 
 
saints, clowns, beggars, and kings;  
photographic-watercolor, mascara-skin  
runs through melted fingers of corrugated gutter: 
repetitious-entropy; where 
tips of repetition runoff: an unconscious 
inertia inculcates memory: bacterial parasite;   
seed of disease buried in black-out;  
absence of recollection;  
 



a time without worlds 
or existence of air; nothing gone 
only disintegrated; imprints of which  
haunt, answered mineral truth; 
stars glitter from distant result of 
un-digested disease; time runs 
on a watch of knots, which  
dangle from bruised rot on a cosmetic potato 
eclipsing fiber optic sun with the resemblance  
of the solar system’s singular source of heat;  
with resemblance of what it hides from;  
 
no one; 
 
day: voice overheard; 
the day: overheard: voice  
of entwined water, fusing embraces 
wind born from twinkling flutter of  
blue tree leaves: fingers the  
strings of the womb; of a temple;  
a harp: half-deer half-woman 
in the shape of fire, each flicker 
a color; each color  
 
a nameless form of sculptured  
worlds; worlds of water  
burn through translucency  
of the sky-skin; of information: 
untying blinding brilliance 
in each string plucked;  
hidden sets of knowledge  
reveal transparent shadow-flaming  
stone-eyes of color; this 
shape of sound: a door:  
reverberations of the surrounded sun 
hidden behind reflections of  
neurotransmitter modulations 
manipulated by a psychosomatic 
intervention of mirror’s constructing  
patterns of irretrievable forests: 
data of nuclear site; replacement of lungs;  
the orbit of earth;  
eyelids of earth’s oceans blink 
 
the universe in a spark of time; 
infested with incarnate, radioactive  
drops of phantom-water; material 
undulates space in momentary 



glimpses of aromatic conviction;  
evaporate, before significance ignites 
each end of each instant— 
culminating in unified, singular existence  
luminous with impersonal  
intimacy on an artificial present— 
 
while indestructible now,  
begged by a stench of statues  
carved into plague-swarm of infested pillars—  
eaten by weathered-mouths  
from a ravenous portico-family-of-flies 
presents a radioactive projection of a  
disfigured orphan in the shape of the future; a present 
 
which nothing within the belief of stars  
could ever quench—insatiable displacement  
of an unconstructed commonality, haunting 
through fissures of concrete-constellations 
in aimless tar black circles;  
orbital rotations: a string; bead 
of sweat; attempts of collected rain;  
tempted collections reveal child’s infested adulthood persona;  
to capitalize on a single bubble of water before it pops 
to bring this single-lifetime into an immortal fountain of gold— 
but rotations ghost through reminiscences of flashing scenes  
of dislocated time-sequences; memory running  
after shadows of thought; thoughts 
result as followed chases of shadow; a golden  
shadow withers in the disillusionment of a water bubble pop  
and nothing collected but  
a failed understanding to insist on a hallucinated fountain to continuously do so; 
 
a street fountain sleeps beneath street lamp 
witness of the night’s planted decision to hunt 
down colors of twisted-splintered 
hunched-in-a-scream— 
windows, co-dependently tending to shelter, 
what cannot psychologically identify  
in the foreground swarm of whispers  
both ears breached with pulverizing  
dimensional intrusion, deafening familiarity  
of truths too entangled to understand— 
 
the plastic island in the middle of the Pacific; black-out 
of denial; distortion: human-earth binnacle; a swarm 
of conditioned realms poke light through each synaptic nerve ending; 
plants houses along each neuron; the physiological resemblance  



of personhood becomes neighborhoods of  
spliced synthetic gardens—projected upon horrors  
of screaming stars, which burst  
with extinguished thoughts—fizzled out  
remnants of a previous life’s significance;  
erasure replaces each moment;  
silence stains a fall apart in a fold of time:  
reverberations mimic electromagnetic spectrum;  
everything cloaked in the façade of cloned  
moments: humming; buzzing; murmuring  
vibration infected with 
early morning sunlight:  
oceanic-curtains the eyes  
of this moment-to-moment crisis— 
the replacement to identify; 
beautiful, silent  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Got Off The Phone With Wahhabi 
 
 
got off the phone with Wahhabi— 
an old, fight to you’re alive, jacked-boxer— 
who cares little for the solid-nightmare-scream, which 
has swallowed humanity down the drain with Jesus and the rest 
of ancient-earth-crew, whoever they may be or  
 
may not be— 
like my pits when  
they weren’t smelling so good in his home— 
and everyone complained of the Trump of their smell— 
which was 
 
as reckless as a missing bag in a dancehall— 
with you and Melinda and you wouldn’t want to hear your shame painted all over the  
window sobbing for dimensions to end because too much scream is negative for  
said person with said history  
 
attached to each flapping second of inhale— 
having left Boulder and all books and all memories of time had, which 
when hearing a voice from phone-time speak, soft, and low  
psychotic question marks populate each ear-drum 
 
wondering who the eye in the centerpiece is blabbering to 
and who’ll come to relate to the phrases in a statement made by the other-spinning no one 
remains nameless among book jackets of stories prophesied in India— 
and how  
 
these bells and whistles bang against the skull to the  
other outside cloudbank digesting this sky full of polluted safety pins,  
what to do with a closed-loop; inclusivity  
becomes holographic— 
do I or do I not know the words which are appearing here— 
and if not  
 
then where do streets grow from, as they 
twine pasts into a knot in a forest outside the brain-cemetery of  
last-confused thought before depletion took a drain to the back of romance— 
where level-headed sharks for conversation become turbulent waves of dizzy-confiding  
roars of mention-this-again and a battle-axe sway— 
 
still friends but sociably weaving through chainlink fence holes to  
confine towards singularity, one large eye in the atmosphere of exchange, smoke 
leaves O’s in hello alone for the first time in a millennia and it’s a  
dream ripped at the seams while most of the administration for these types of accounting 
firms remain soft to the touch when compared to nuance synchronicities 



Worship Of The Setting Sun 
 
 
the future: sudden collision into the building of the past;  
electromagnetic coil: unfinished thoughts—  
rattle each other—passenger train,  
windows perforated people,  
the sunset shines through;  
 
not knowing your dead; turquoise-infinite 
blood-stream: an order of anthropological implication; 
memorized instants on first-name basis  
in sequence of immediate facial recognition, 
response: a collection of facts;  
meme: metabolic reinvigorated chamber of  
inventory connective seam; noticeably 
 
non-recognized hunger within sunset-reflection; mountains 
worship; deserts worship; lungs of earth made to  
worship… 
(as revealed in the contents of a breath from the mouth of society;  
(advertisement; (imprints, imprints on synaptic drift  
manipulated earth curve of neurotransmitter;   
space beyond earth-edge; 
an education of theoretical movies civilizes reflection))):  
mountains worship; deserts worship; lungs of earth forced to  
worship the…. 
(cannot write it, it is a lie); 
 
collides into the present-sunset, 
unexamined window; perforated people; 
a cardboard train show educated to remain wax-still,  
never rattle a thought: 
a misunderstood repetition-coli; 
the past hasn’t incarnated yet   
 
future waits open palmed, while 
sleeping passengers continue to worship   
the setting sun;  
digitalized body’s where bodies would’ve been;  
as drones bomb;  
where the civilized, living-silence, dwells  
in another universe far, far from theoretical debt  
or Middle East crisis  
while the Arctic’s’ actually melting;  
 
the earth 
spins as if no one’s on it, while  



it screams: a ghost  
no one can see, screams: the earth  
we’re all on, alive;  
not knowing it: the earth  
or its torture; passengers:  
the worship of setting-sun   
 
ghosts not knowing you’re not dead;  
turquoise-infinite arrangements of species 
stream roll, passed clusters of instants  
of first-name basis advertisement’s normal;  
no mirror of clogged skies, but  
skies are clogged with facts of slaughter;  
digest: zero concern hiding in a collection of psychological corners, 
inherited through generations of  
economic foregrounds now pounding a headache from  
 
un-recognized emotional-deprivation  
in a privileged sunset-reflection, while 
earth screaming; beautiful sound of train tracks roaring;  
what a beautiful landscape to dazzle upon; 
 
our bodies  
but the advertisement  
breath of society; 
 
the facts remain until acceptance acts  
feeding-tube assistance: 
an uncoiling future— 
thoughts toward finish;  
 
interruption perforates windows  
in remaining facts;  
acceptance acts: conviction in the 
uncompromising sunset,  
assisting people  
like ourselves  
to continuously build and worship 
a collision of the past, while 
over looking a landscape  
silently coated golden  
by the setting sun   
 
 
 
 
 
 



Loud And Clear 
 
 
scenic within  
cortex-a-window obliges to 
fill out a form hardly-provided by the  
sight in an eye-glass-laser invoking response; 
 
but most powers 
enjoy hanging back to witness 
flowers stand alone among parking lot cars fill 
cup of coffee with tire-fingers, framed for  
having been caught steeling  
weather balloons from the dollar store; but  
 
people understand  
dreams at sleep never happened— 
only after the fact, facts have 
replaced the previous hour’s situation— 
with an alarm-break to cut  
circuitry from continually suggesting what  
wasn’t not only not happening but never did, yet  
 
immediately this physical  
sensation— 
the one crawling through the ear’s eyes now  
is similarly ignored as solid as clouds form a  
stance of weather, contextualized 
by temperature, something every local can agree upon; and  
affirming to the  
 
equivalence of physical chairs or refrigerators is just as  
a snore is  
when beneath the zone of cognitively agreeing to the 
continuous make-up and mirror of the  
everyday-unique-sensation of exact, and precise moments— 
reified upon another’s suggested  
 
sense of right isn’t left and left is exactly as solid as a rock  
in a weakened river; and  
the alphabet strolls on pictures like these, requiring 
a translator to assist in  
debunking the screw-capped lids of what a dictionary means to  
contain, while  
 
most contents never meet standard and formulate 
beneath acceptable sense; an acupuncture 
of closed veins bulge when attempting intimacy with their countries— 



having been routed to the margins of  
sea-levels left to nothing; yet  
“we are here, loud and clear” they say; perhaps 
at some point their points will 
rip through the concrete walls of tissue— 
pierce the filter of neuro-preferences and be  
heard and seen as this moment; in any  
 
case the ignored remain dead only for so long— 
and what isn’t identified, attached to the ears 
behind the brain of the inhalation this encounter contains, will  
only continue to follow magnetizing  
worlds of universes into rain dropped sizes of mass— 
slowly, and unnoticeably, accumulating until  
 
knot at the end of the throat— 
so swollen in the ties of jet-thrusting walls off— 
that in the end, hemorrhaged  
neck-nuanced cracks into a billion pieces— 
splintered-psychological; a scream 
simply embodies the state of having fractured  
into the calcification of what  
becomes endlessly, inextinguishably lost; until 
 
remorse makes more sound than scream 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Shoes Of Light 
 
 
embalmed in the  
day-sidewalk veins  
pulse gentle light 
street-face through transcribed arteries  
calcifying—inner choreography— 
dictation:  
micro-movement, infants  
can understand; twirl 
 
shoes of light  
through cloudless sun 
and then sudden stand-still 
wind blows over— 
out runs: 
shadow, autumn  
whispers are but crows and cars:  
 
silhouette-mummified   
company on grey-pale concrete, which  
maintains, calm, luminous 
public-emotion, and  
letter-by-letter  
veins internally design;  
ear-cupped to twists-and-releases 
time-adults result  
from standing beneath a twirl-walk 
 
in shoes of previous— 
now worn-out, continuous seasonal-drift 
of rotation, (which 
take over—spin, however—however long); thunder 
distant—a howl—a bridge to climb under— 
and out pours: 
sculptured-whispers: 
cars and crows;  
 
light gently embalms the     
preserved shadow-fluid  
in a vein of autumn, while 
an artery of tar bursts with childhood shoes  
 
 
 
   
 



If This Is Heard Than 
 
 
a mistake birthed generations further and later  
computers replicated  
the continuous activity of failure; tortured 
by a relentless echo— 
from the voice of a corner webbed by spiders, deep 
within the spine: normal 
 
but a silent disease haunting the born and  
perpetuating DNA:  
“here is the world we’re handing to you:” something  
of a gesture it is to push through a womb, (something 
no one says);  
 
and teleportations, which have not been invented yet 
wait in the same neurons as did the first computer— 
where saving failed and science plowed  
when the plaque ripped genes from genes;  
 
faith provided an infusion of terror,  
which administered an un-curable, endless echo of torture:  
voice, of the psychological-state  
of common adulthood; but is  
 
the very scream unheard,  
webbed by spiders  
in the corner of a relentless mistake;  
every attempt to substitute, to fix—  
every gesture of power  
but a symptom of the same ghostly 
 
possession haunting the world with murder  
silenced at birth— 
“here is the world we’re handing to you,”  
if this is heard  
than childhood has successfully remained, while 
choice has an edge at prying  
 
out webbed depths within spinal column; 
maintain vulture-critical eye on silence,  
sever where obvious— 
and play: but reverence for breath uncontaminated by 
 
the continuous walking-dead of normal adults 
we walk, shadow beside, the breathing replications of disease        
   



Autumn  
 
 
autumn is here with a long beard and  
withered wizard-hat; autumn  
with long clock-face and  
withered planet; autumn   
long face, seasonal drift, where  
the atmosphere spins towards run away, carbon intensification, 
withered people did nothing to stop;  
 
here with a face of messages; each face 
a different turn of atmospheric events; impossible to  
keep track of each spin on each spin; people  
who did nothing, who could’ve done something— 
 
message, cannot remain ignored; an 
elderly face on the adults of this world; age  
an impossible event to stop; each cycle  
of earth, spin after spin, inhabitants  
who’ve created nothing to mention  
about something deadly in autumn;  
 
here in the death of leaves; finger-tips of trees  
fall off; un-ignored—color changes 
in the face of the elderly  
who did nothing and gave an age a world of impossible lives to live— 
earth spirals on its inhabitants use of breath or  
lack thereof to speak of: creating  
silence where terror mounts, where  
there’s still time on the face of the clock  
to do something un-deadly like spring; but  
it’s autumn  
 
where the dead struggle to keep silence, where  
finger-tips of vocal-colors build wind in their fall out;  
changes of ignored went unignored to the elderly who did something;  
face of a world  
who cares for the possible  
change in the lives of  
the inhabitants who live on earth— 
as it spirals beyond breath; machine; and climate; silence  
 
cracks through in volcanic insistence; a lid 
kept on the earth mounts to nothing; terror speaks 
with the voice of an obvious situation— 
which, at the moment, has fallen off from the face of the public— 
denied by the living—who have power—to do something; and  



autumn with its decay  
 
shouting out the fact of change to the fluorescent-elderly 
sensations of society’s appearing change-less delusion; death 
rounds her corner on her steed of true silence— 
where holding back weather nears impossibility; but  
colors on fall  
and the mirage of its change 
remains focused on  
by the deadly adults who  
have the electricity  
to do something, but ignore the face of the vocal-world  
full of caring for the honest, non-ignored fact of aging  
into a world of the endangerment  
of all inhabitants of earth;  
 
beyond breath and machine, the climate  
lives in the silence of the humans who keep  
a lid on earth as it speaks— 
all efforts will amount to nothing  
as terror rips from the seams of the climate— 
reveals an unignorable situation— 
held off from the public to face: 
a forth coming public-face,  
by  powers upon the people which control autumn— 
 
here is elderly and near death, 
tired of shouting from a face of decay;  
globalism remains alienated, standing in a gym corner,  
as changes in bio-rhythm; delusion holds silence  
in place of heartbeat; yet the wind  
is changing; fall to life, mounting; while  
death ignores the mirage its creating— 
deadly game of adults play electricity with ignorance;  
faceless billions of earth remain 
hidden from a world of potential caring— 
while the honest-persistence of aging, the world  
changes, with full understanding, watches 
and waits with every breath and passage of machine; the  
climate  
 
present in the humans who  
unlid earth from its silence; always screaming 
without lid (to unlid from), those  
who hear mount efforts  
with the seams of a ripping climate 
and situate revelation upon an old, 
elderly, silence— 



an inconceivable public waiting to happen— 
by the powers in autumn, as earth  
rounds out its orbit  
with long beard and withered wizard-hat;  
autumn is here with long clock-face  
and a potential planet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Of Gardens 
 
 
never places, never  
a house or a monument; to walk 
is to bridge; all  
roots spin, drift, and lose their borders; 
 
apparitions of space 
dazzle as a concrete-sensation  
for the foundation of a house or monument— 
 
all a space in space  
devoid of architecture, in a time  
outside the imposition of clock-murderers; architectures 
eclipse the abdication to experience: 
 
vivid, unfabricated light of each moment— 
burns through time— 
where time never was but a delusion of movement; 
never condemned 
 
but imprisoned by lies; 
architectures of perception, and  
whispers of architectures in the hands of time; whispering 
lies, the continual apparition of concrete-sensationality: imprisonment 
inside a world of perception; condemned 
to murder time;  
 
to build architectures of perception— 
passing on murder, one generation gifting the next 
with a home and a monument; 
across a bridge-of—  
into each drop of water; instant of center;  
to climb 
 
through cloud-faces of clocks; windows of  
air; to ascend to the day 
from the insistence  
to never die in the embers of perception;  
 
mumbling moment:  
a river of transparent gardens, waters  
run through time; 
 
abandoned architectures, while 
aware of the surrounding prison, scars of  
having scraped through a body 



of water beyond the point of a generation;  
to collapse  
 
as a child in a garden of flowing water; but 
the adult of the actual human situation; unseen 
like a ghost, hidden 
behind the foliage of concrete  
prisons; witnessing the doom 
of a generation receive technological ration; 
 
the river, unbiased, aware 
of itself outside the imposition of a nightmare 
chewing on destruction as it aims scope upon a condemned tree; 
the chair was a human, 
 
a child, and a mother; it made  
the hum of sleep  
when insect-dreams filled blood in the drums of memory;  
banging on the sun, hammered out confusion; and the  
season ran on its four legs accordingly;  
innumerable limbs were the breath of each pulse; 
an earth covered by trees; a world of forests  
always open, yet balanced within   
hidden cycles: 
 
death’s face to the prison guard: previous 
generation’s insistence: clock-hands extending  
technological promise; death’s face:  
 
the lie of being beyond the monument 
and home of a disease of architecture 
encompassing all perception; 
 
waters ride the crest of 
between, where  
border-lands are eclipses on a blurry-mass of apprehension— 
the vulnerable, umbilical spot; space 
untouched neurons; the generation-gap before  
provision was received; the split 
where openness remains unconceived  
beside the delusional fact of imprisonment; 
 
hidden gallop runs beside the scene; hidden gallop 
enveloped by perceptual seam; foot-prints 
of lava on the rain of concrete: 
stones in the eyes of light; light 
fills with waters of time:  
clocks of inventions swell with bees, a mirror 



surrounds the genderless walls  
of winged reflection, their noise, the machines,  
 
their noise, the technologies; a day 
effected by the time of gasoline and computers;  
the day: effaced moment of prison— 
prepared to murder an infant  
from behind the silence of a constructed moment; 
 
immersed in the conviction of its generational provision— 
the hands of a watch constructing a restless ruin of  
home and monument; the wings  
of bees in a stomach of glass;  
dehydrating beneath slices of sun; falling 
 
from a sky of decayed walls 
surrounded by the teeth of drill-birds pouring space with knives; 
a rain of oxidized swing-sets; calcified bits of wind  
runs through the veins of a talking forest 
of chairs and tables; a garden 
 
of mirrors which cast no reflection; the  
side of an ocean without a body of identification; an  
emotion without solid location of home or  
monument to standby; the waters  
of each instant run dry; adulthood 
creeps around the ankles of a returned 
to house, to growing up—a country  
proud to grow up in; but  
 
not the beginning of wool or  
texture; cosmological clarities blink with contagious difficulty;  
spotting air becomes weakened; 
shoots-and-ladders, checkers 
replaces perception; 
 
converged upon a glitter of  
indigo, the night appearing— 
hood around the head of a condemned soldier;  
humidity of breath 
stands by, watches;  
prison guard of sky, the birth of  
bottomless embers; baby  
of a mistake in a misplaced amniotic  
reference for landscape-sack:  
blame casts eclipse onto the garden; 
 
calcifies a pointer into monument; an  



architecture of story; the gifts  
of previous generations; condemned by  
missing information; a wound 
of murder surrounds unburied gold;  
walking shadows over humanity’s center and  
building shadows from a sky of shadow; encompassed 
by gold, breathing repetitious sermons of walls; an 
earth shadowed in prison; a closed 
 
hand extends roots of a closed hand 
planting constricted space into 
a crumbling memory of time; trees 
go missing 
 
holes in familiarity develops gravitational mass 
equivalent to the sun; dewdrop 
of light infects an instant of  
infant time; immediate branches shoot out; 
a forest for moon and animals to live in; the moon 
invents 
 
a screen the size of earth  
and powers worship with its own reflection;  
fun-house mirror provides endless holes in distortion;  
the innocence  
of the house you grew up in;  
simple wind; 
 
utility of constellations; a map 
for understanding connection; point on a  
location height and weight;  
diet or allergy restriction; to  
know I am alive 
 
among an expansion of death, a micro-bulb: 
negation in the growth of progress, 
bulging at the seams 
without surgical confirmation, the  
infected living, sustained by program upgrades; 
 
the earth crosses path with time; time’s 
eyes: the pact of the past hallucinating incarnated ghosts in a blink of  
perception; inventions filling blood-pressure with the bodies of murdered  
generations; innocence runs in the bodies of silence 
on the tracks of the trains towards concentration camps;  
time’s eyes  
 
fill water with the skies of a paranoid necessity, (breath  



in the bodies of the living), oxygenated 
skies of storming generations; a name  
as passage to one to another  
on the bridge between synapse; rain  
slides across earth 
dressed in the names of time; naked 
in the names of time, dressed  
in holes of the moon; the moon 
made of blame; the sun surgically prepares  
serration; to remove a moment 
of unraveled rivers promotes health; living 
in the swollen babble of rivers has junked  
purpose; and life desires safety from hell; 
 
inserted the sun runs its edge  
against the aorta of the moment; 
promoted health becomes  
monument of decapitated rivers; 
clogged babble of infectious water runs dry and  
prison surrounds the padded silence of living: 
 
a house full of everyday; the  
flame of an intact growth; straight  
through a tube of wind, the gust  
of night hands one generation to the next; embers  
of history continue to hackle, brambles 
of bright thicket into a mosaic of value; bodies  
on bodies: fluid exchange, birds  
bear fruit of their flies, disguised in  
light of society; society  
a flame of light: a garden of houses; 
 
home to society the wind continues on; a moment: 
never places, a house or garden, never  
the hole in the absence of imprisonment: continual 
passage of familiar, map binding 
passages of each breath, from previous 
times to previous times ahead, remains  
of an infinitude to promise; all ends 
mobilized upon the dizzying,  
motionless, mirage of movement; seasons  
 
of technology; waves of technology, cycles of  
technology; shadow sculptures of  
value allowed and present: language  
of fortified earth— 
 
this: a fragment of a chase  



to find the root of ghosts  
stalking reflections with guns  
on their shadows, and then echoes— 
a chomping wound of  
entangled crows, which  
electronically speak through wireless networks of  
strangled decisions; soldiers 
stand around guarding the status quo; 
 
color intrude a sky 
with night, then day, even the  
sun but a shadow of erasure, circles  
around clock-face  
what memory failed to birth— 
amniotic foam  
splinters around scattered wings of  
broken worlds; the emotional 
hell of prison 
shapes the name of each piece of food; shapes  
of garden piece each name  
 
with passages of perception; to look 
is to sense air, air 
but the tales of worlds, to know, 
or remain forgetful of; all  
sensations carry the mourning of  
trees, each forest 
but empty platitudes of earth; scars; birth-marks;  
deserts understand and ripple across pools of shadow-light,  
which fish, sand, scattered vibrations in whirlwind-relation 
through eons; a helix 
 
of eyes proginate cycles of  
orbit, the birds today: movie screen 
transports brain-uploaded data; tomorrow: 
nano-technological explodes  
silence of butterfly wings; identical 
horror in a slice of toast, but the  
glitch denied in a moment’s reflection; the same 
moment  
 
of an unfabricated centerless breath; rivers  
through time’s hollow,  
uninvented face; forever 
a contradiction to the architectures of  
generational confusion; a home: 
a monument of  
cognitive-societies, formulating  



technology of mirrors to disrupt  
vertigo side effects; every  
medicine an answer; every prison 
but a body; the garden 
was a location in a story 
named for the substances of abuse; 
with direct understanding 
this problem remains controllable: 
the erasure of a moment  
swallows every single stomach of gold  
until clarity rivers an eclipse  
of continual safety,  
imprisoned in the world 
 
as it actually dies   
 
   
  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Burning Between Connection  
 
 
infinite specific fragments 
separate barbwire-confusion; 
million exploding suns 
 
magnetize the death 
of universes, absent  
bodies of matter  
 
unify in ultimate 
sanity; burning between 
connection of ordinary 
  
breath and life, 
timeless fire of  
awareness grounded in 
 
a house  
of humanity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Remembrance-Calcified 
 
 
one long standing vertical line  
emanates space  
 
devoid of history 
cut-out echo of endlessness;  
 
its shadow  
falls on whatever has forgotten:  
shape of personhood; 
 
knotted behind eye; 
nightmares gallop machine-speed 
in every nuance and detail; yet 
 
devoid of personality, psychology, or  
identity—standing,  
vertical line, without a trace of  
 
whereabout or landscape, a  
single syllable shines  
brilliant  
 
devoid of habituated  
ideas on things;   
invention of the chair  
 
corresponds with 
simple notion  
of body motion: to sit;  
invention corresponds with 
 
whatever’s used  
to connect this  
homelessness: 
 
intentionality of space 
beams  
shockingly through  
despite circumstance, preference, or  
black-out  
 
unconsciousness  
beams-silhouette of the 
solidified statue: I  
 



Worlds  
 
 
in each sound have thrown out their order; it was necessary to approach a world from this 
angle. It provided a possibility to reveal the futility of integrity tethered to speech; where 
trees could parachute through hollow-earth to recover bones of an ancestor, an act of 
redemption, but at the same time, a tower can be built with the decision to trash a country.  
 
Various degrees span the difference between usage, but the slippery slope of a common 
phrase can suddenly twist into a knot and plummet to the bottom of the sea; to the bottom 
of the sea of anyone’s choice—which could equivocate, depending on the perception, to 
intense reconciliation, but from another departure shoot, the destruction of the planet, and 
forget the desire for change.  
 
Frequencies ride parallel, as one train passes another. As thoughts leave their stations, what 
becomes censored always remains unified to a primary cause, even if that cause is in the dark 
with bodies entwined—and what remains uncensored reveals a limit of apprehension on the 
meter of what has not yet been identified through gazing through the dark into the 
forgotten.  
 
The dark remains a projection; whatever it has become; tied to memories and associations 
around the loops of laces, which keep shoes from slipping out of place, especially when 
walking through a scenario of possible outcomes, always second guessing, double-taking—a 
habit knotted to whoever remains unaware of the person behind a thinking; and it’s the best 
anyone can do; dogs and all animals have their versions of it.  
 
Too often it appears religion has a case of glass surrounding beautiful truth; truth 
undeceived by the glass case surrounding it, but it’s in the glass case that application takes 
root—but what if participation, which is too damaged by the room encompassing the glass 
case, that the room, (a society of perspectives), has programmed neurons to always distrust 
heart-felt-eyes, (eyes of the heart as a heart—felt in a space of a world-reflection—of the 
home that witnesses news through the radio) and observation, a lullaby-program runs a 
course over track; loops and laces result from the continual blurry movement of cars; the 
society of perspectives in the oneness of a singular sense of things and their names, ends up 
not hearing what rain falling from the sky is to be human like trees rooted—square appears 
untheoretical, while perception remains dark by a lack of tools on what else to do, but math.  
 
It’s all left to an opinion, considering if it’s too difficult to acquire beneath or through the 
glass—yet it’s in the eyes of the heart, but there’s no doorway, no tool; no world without 
money; but a simultaneous continual knocking from a hidden door; a hammering from a 
hammer-less state; a world un-situated to the ties of the time of life, that depicts an 
implication of order. Cycles  
 
have diseased and standards have become lost measure; a sense of north depends upon a 
sense of dark; electricity populates each instant; the fragility of the instant; if there’s no 
connection to the reflection through a case of angles, despite the pollution-religion is, then 
even through the thickness of city-horizon no amount of determination can crack the code.  
 



Death isn’t a time for discovery, but an opportunity to home on reserves—and hunker 
down, wait out storms of confusion. Whoever, didn’t know what was pounding behind each 
pulse—will make seed-contact with the virginity of correspondence, enough osmosis will 
imprint through—for those who are desperate for clean water—and through desperation 
photographic memory will instantly concretize, so that, when death approaches—moving 
through the dark becomes a game of focused intent to find the door pounding by hammer.  
 
The room will shut and those trapped inside will beacon a light independent of a collapsing 
world; a light that was the same as that, which all life corresponds to—but was concealed by 
various locations of specific inhabitants in unique environments; and with all terrains 
destroyed—the room is in lock down.    
 
As all dies, reserves fuel into the dark; and point a way devoid of a collapsing world. A track 
becomes remembered, and shines forward, while outside everything else, but radio static; 
and those who touched upon desperation and found resonance with the contents inside a 
glass case will never forget, but arrive to the door, open it, grab the hammer, and aim for a 
thought in the future.  
 
Neurology triggers responsive measure and that paradigm, of which— 
these worlds will not appear with any allowance to enter.     
 
        
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Televised Museum Of Teeth 
 
 
the day, crammed with traffic 
streets an erasure of blurred time,  
smeared color rises from tar horizons into vertical  
sizzling smoke; without clouds the  
 
sky a color of shadow administers a  
situation of delicate, pallid, sun-drop 
through soft, gentle, lips of a peeling 
sky; 
 
tunnels of earth in the decisions of  
cleaning supplies, whose arms are roped by  
asset protection, and will never consider— 
breaking bones to compromise—for the sake of 
 
our lungs, but the examination of numbers  
intimate with factory sensation— 
pledged to maintain, hyperbolized-shelf    
in the mouth of competition; 
 
no vigil for gas stations yet, as  
petitioned by the infection—a negation from 
decisions, silence from the teeth of a  
televised museum, the public but destinies of controlled weather; 
 
it is a biblical story in the grey matter,  
knotted, twisted with worship  
the death of butterfly wings; coffee or  
fuel for utility—educational imposition of screens;  
 
it is early morning and the night hangs  
from fallen sky—with an army of faceless soldiers  
holding clocks and pointing at the strangled— 
necked in neon light, they chant: 
 
domesticated lightning—vulture marks  
on the roadkill—democracy’s executioner mask— 
maintains a bathroom sanitized; clothes on 
a refrigerator’s inhabitants keeps window-calm;  
 
a veinless bottle pulses with night, from 
which day, but a tear drop 
emergency-falls, broken streak of thunder— 
on the clockface-cement finger points at a  
 



glob of mumbling bleach on the sill, which   
the decayed sky, overgrown with metallic-fungus 
heats with—spongy inhalation—slow exhalation— 
humid-mucus, yellowing rivers of life: 
 
gasp in a suction-cup;  
the living as they reach for the flowers  
buried in the back of their eyes; rooted to 
the forest of the brain, where armchairs, fake pots of street lamps, coffee table lamps  
 
and a television, populate a country of cumulus clouds, 
towering and spreading bodies of electricity: memory: 
a withered violet droops its mouth 
sobbing tax reimbursement statements 
onto a floor drooling the earth into space, for which it 
 
drops; a sphere of water; a dark Tyrian purple 
blots across realms of roots; some scattered in various dimensions 
of the present, taking form from the instance of thought-vibration; the  
world splinters into a mind of an infinite degree of light— 
 
aperture dictates a calcifying oceanic-membrane of fragmented  
psychological institutions of shade  
in the shape of the primary colors: a cocoon 
of which drags the planet to its knees—and forced to taste pages  
 
perforated by digital worms 
from a book the size of language, extended from 
a palm whose wrist chained to the wall of time;  
demonstrations of future or past roll horizontally  
 
in a non-distinctive blur between synaptic blinks 
of recognition, which are mimetically reproduced on a screen; in a  
vocabulary previously uncreated, forming patterns  
similar to weather cycles; unwrapped a shawl of 
 
autumn on a corpse of assimilated personality; worlds 
have lost symmetry, the sounds are instantaneous mutilations— 
timeless constructions of crystal design  
transform into species previously unknown and return back to  
 
a person of familiarity, trembling 
in uncertainty on what will come next, as the day ends  
and sleep thickens faster than light in   
an encompassing scream        
      
 
 



Rooted Nudity 
 
 
each instant passes   
connection to what was previously instant, add 
infinity before that; 
 
as it is now-ing: 
result of all previous now-ings were, but what is  
not yet now  
 
waits an instant after; and an instant after; instant after that too  
add infinity; but  
surrounding  
this immediate moment  
 
context, within it, world;  
earth in the form of the body of the  
person or people  
of the correspondence to a language used  
to order a world to focus;  
 
everything that can be seen now 
because of what has been previously  
seen from previous scene of infinity’s added punctuation, which 
wasn’t an add on—but a stated fact, just 
as this  
 
is a stated fact, which is unlike a real fact 
which has no legs for  
a seat to cup upon for   
there is nothing about the thingness of a fact like a stated one, 
 
which is devoid of physiology, materiality, all is implied, 
evidence surrounds—air we breathe, 
whoever can read this, all of what that is; nothing added  
but provided as continents are to earth and  
 
light is to photosynthesis; conditions can change and  
they will but how a lack of  
referentiality abides as the substance which connects is  
worthy of profound veneration— 
where time transpires from location of specificity to the  
affirmation of what it is to have lungs;  
 
with great vision on the focus  
what hands find useless in the gravity— 
pulled to the center of an eye in a storm of political mass: 



simple tongue of a person another country 
wants illuminated; similar to the imposition of  
social Darwinism   
 
math is but a design of the lack of  
reliance on the  
hands-free space of breathing, and the  
impersonal gift of continuing to appear— 
moment-to-moment; beads  
on a necklace; feel the stars in such  
moments breathe what isn’t made of mathematics;  
 
systems combined, cross-pollinates, and all of what that  
involves revolves  
through corridors of possibility, only  
organized by a dilation of specific apprehension  
relatively postured for the immediate frame of time; a  
 
unique and specific instance reflects  
from the surface of space, and as it  
glimmers and shines in all of its nuanced and detailed  
preciousness; no one may notice  
 
nothing may notice, it may remain unnoticed, it  
contains the absence of what is unnoticed, but is  
devoid of noticed situations by  
the culture which surrounds an orbit of understanding; an  
ounce, a drop of a  
thing: significance  
 
weighs in the distance behind the crisis of the moment; a  
death that had never creeped up; an 
opportunity missed in the future; all the  
undigested food in all the bellies of all the species on this planet a 
right now; 
 
swells with  
ability; a missing link, the absence of participation; bridges 
form and deform 
every second of every nuanced edge— 
walking to the end of a rose petal and  
looking over the other side; the Grand Canyon is  
to an ant; pulse 
 
can happen on its own, but learned to control 
the body can be manipulated to its  
natural throw; one second at a  
time without second second later, only one 



and only one now  
 
nothing else can be obtained from these remarks; transparency 
has no hidden agenda or fear  
for protection; the exposed  
window of the skin of a glass man 
has no clothes to corrupt the air,  
structure and vibration of the nudity of a man  
in the shape of these convergences; of air; of 
time; of history; of the  
 
unfinished, perpetual translating from the other-side  
of this found parchment; real-time 
exploration of a forbidden trench buried deep within the ocean; emotion 
rises connected to childhood abuse; immediate, 
simultaneous, undeniability—of retrieval— 
information collecting; 
 
integrity of the artifact; in tact; mint condition;  
with palms extended and no 
detail to hide, the world fails to spin as it usually abides;  
tiny perforations populate tires in a  
trillion cars—sets out of balance the working lies of  
how, for example, Wall Street  
continues to survive— 
 
festering on the absence of what  
anyone knows and what a country can do if it  
wanted to;— 
status quo starves  
upon the dry iceberg of rectitude; without 
an erection a man cannot inseminate a woman  
during the act of love-making; plain 
and simple honesty; 
the behavior of making something beautiful  
because it doesn’t make anything out of anything, but is a statement  
 
rooted to its own nudity: 
without a thing to hide what is hiding— 
and when others have something to hide, are hiding something, then  
compromised, the attacker  
acts from hypocrisy, and all is hidden, clothed, warped into 
projection—experiencing relief from simulated-stimulations; mummified 
in electronic-beeps, which have no 
basis in this  
 
instant; (everything that was not  
revealed about that 



is as horrifying as imaginable); for what mirrors 
forward from here is only 
what has not been brought from previously attended 
scenarios of deformation; and  
if the attended had un-attended to devastation 
than indeed those horrors occupy this very, undelivered, instant— 
 
carried into the next; a genetic makeup, 
handing its  
ancestry memory to the next link-up 
making up the next understanding of  
what this world has been told to provide; and not: 
as an absence, negative-space, the ring-of-negation, which 
only the reflective-clever will apprehend— 
then attend,  
 
for only those hungry enough to know why 
disparity haunts at every corner— 
will discover what was not passed on about an uncreated moment— 
illuminating the disease of remembering  
to the scope  
of a vocabulary incarnating scene of the presence of absence filled with 
an infinity  
 
of things; things  
that were not handed down by genetics; the  
broken and the twisted; the tortured 
and the persecuted; the  
survivor and that perpetrator: guiding  
its alienated background in attempt to educate 
a balance beam of decisions  
in every instant of time for the entire duration 
 
of said life, of said 
inhabited life, of said intimate, 
inhabited life; the one 
that only knows what has been inherited, the one 
that only knows  
what has been taught; where  
imagination waits on the inner-surface of the sphere, but usually 
isn’t noticed; the black-out 
 
which goes on a morning routine; 
from brushing teeth to throwing away—  
praised becomes those who can keep speed with inhumane degrees of  
pressure building below the surface 
of the heart;  
 



leading death by the cause of billions  
below degrees of surface below  
zero levels of tolerance running out  
of sand in the hourglass; an  
empty bank account is an empty  
tank of gas; there is a thing as running out  
of food on the shelf  
of water for a city  
of clean air to breathe; of  
 
going for an errand to get more toilet paper— 
where it is known  
but not yet a hit to home front— 
but hit enough, to home front, it’s obvious, but not  
hit hard enough to get  
power structures talking; hit  
again and again but  
it’s not yet hard enough— 
having submitted the will to speak— 
taking hits again and again from a shadow,  
no one has agreed to be the  
no one who doesn’t speak to keep the shadow happy for the sake of  
function; of assembly line; of cog  
 
the whole earth spins  
knowing it’s dying and the power structures remain dead,  
the death which is growing; people  
know; this is known; it is  
known and it will not be forgotten; this  
will not be forgotten; this  
will forge beyond the death of power and provide possibility 
where currently there is none; those who  
know will do something  
 
with time unlike ever before— 
nothing preserved; nothing to save; no one  
to save; saving  
money will be over; days of  
saving life will end; saving  
the last drop, finished; saving  
saving, forgotten; an  
 
evaporated coin, which 
once was inhabited by two sides  
finally disappears  
and deserts of the earth  
cover toxic-water fields of the everyday  
severance from cash register  



and maintenance crew; the  
façade of distance between us fades and synapses are born; 
 
space of capitalism dies and a new experience of sunlight appears 
from beneath the skin of multiplicity  
where holographic-origin is a palace of rest, emitting  
from between the cracks of paradigm foundation; a  
new shape reverberates around the current one 
until all that’s left is an electromagnetic-octahedron; a perfect 
wave-particle, precision of interconnective relation not yet present  
at this current moment  
 
capitalism rages with full force 
without having any other system for blood but the  
immediate circulatory; our hearts  
define the ability for moment-to-moment continuation— 
where beans for coffee are imported from third-world nations, the  
economy rages on, sucking energy from  
earth;—  
innocence of a parasite: it doesn’t know 
it kills its host in the process of remaining alive; if  
two degrees Celsius rise… 
caffeine affects physiological sensation in various ways, as  
credit exchange and the vehicle parked outside— 
the cardboard cup and a list of errands  
commingle into a river of force fueling the entire thought process;  
 
a lack of integrated traumatic experience; psychologically ill 
the earth lives in the shadow of denial      
by the primitive powers of craving: intoxication  
of grasping at air in a questionable bottle: motive,  
disguised by weather of positive ideals; while 
category five hurricane  
has no mask to define the sky;  
feet walk on cement, meters above ground; 
fast food revealed, as the face of the executioner— 
but blame loses spark when entangled in pin-pointing  
anything outside reflection  
in a fast food restaurant mirror;  
 
we’re all light switches among light switches 
and the lights are off— 
in this dark room light is a theory, as is  
the utility of function, of  
breathing, eating, and shitting; does  
a chair know what a chair can do; having  
 
replaced being in a matter of focus; 



a bullet in a gun— 
one sip at a time— 
everything moving in an assimilated direction; causes  
provided in credit, exchanged material; steam 
rises from latte; water to gas in a matter of seconds— 
if time remains theoretical 
than its foundation cannot be clarified 
if the nature of foundation  
remains theoretical than nothing is clarified— 
and aimlessly a planet moves towards killing itself; 
 
intended answers in history  
fail in the usurpation of globalism; the blank-statement  
of standard for all intensive purposes  
loses credibility in individual experience— 
reconciliation lives in the crossing of a balance beam made of light; 
 
two polka dotted wings on a turquoise butterfly; the  
windows of positivist negation  
surround each unframed instant; no one  
did anything because the front lawn is fine  
of smashed glass on cement; 
mountains accompany glitter from distance, 
immediate airplane overhead; the space  
between fingers as they type; 
 
all of it, evidence  
for what cannot become embalmed by the 
erection-needle of clock-hand, but  
breathes outside confines of imposed religious ideal— 
yet illuminates upon its principles— 
light through stained glass fall on floor tile; reifying or 
matching tones with understanding; a rose 
of synchronicity: experience, or  
emotions lay beheaded on the floor with an ocean of fossil fuel 
running out: symbolism  
over the immediate air in this room; hyper-sociopathic  
alpha waves at war with delta: 
the inconvenience of black-out; 
 
tremendous bathroom door shut, each  
bag of potato chips; a note  
filled with ships for sailing and an apple-salmon horizon 
as the sun sinks to blinding neon pink, blanketing  
the water with a coral polish obliterating the water from existence— 
coral polish devoid of time and space encompasses this instant— 
the 
 



ships for sailing will remain a memory  
of emotion; connection forged, new territory but a  
non-material bridge; matter  
from symbiotic deliverance; walking in a simultaneous  
direction of a grass blade nutrient; the  
trust in the goodness to commit actions of wholeness— 
undomesticated by  
the pay grade of environments encircled by numerical significance  
present beside a statue of civilized achievement— 
the flaw is in the era which had encircled eyes to grasp the vitality of  
numbers; in numbers  
grass blades of quantity grew trust in production design the  
set could slaughter and package  
at speeds per second—and a fully edited  
version instantaneously projects a commercial of life  
the consumer with his or her life  
is a product of reliable sales exchange— 
 
the wild horse in a galloping engine  
becomes a dim light as  
the children of his or her life take up precedence; having  
reproduced, the passages of  
familiarity begin to mingle with environments of  
possible attribution, as value  
appears outside watching with an eye  
on its variable, arbitrary, potential  
for becoming picked— 
as something worth defending later in life; but  
 
that it is not overtly clarified as valued, value 
itself  
remains 
theoretical, 
complicit 
with the laws of electricity and its besieged unit of time; but 
 
in all precisions, room for inaccuracy 
always remains a chance— 
even in all odds of beheaded possibility; the spontaneous 
can always acquire an imaginable angle  
and wreak havoc upon concrete-censorship of a retold story  
of a disease no one had ever contracted;— 
where destroying other people in the name  
of perceived destruction—fists a hold over the weather and controls  
the weather from deregulating restraints on torture 
to said enemy— 
 
an undeclared holocaust to nature emits  



from the foreground of the teleprompt, but  
with no one to declare an undeclared emergency— 
a: simply another article of language,  
the clothing and household objects assembled and built  
from factories all over the earth, the  
day continues as usual  
and injustices arise as much as a serving size  
per meal— 
as many meals as a person eats in a year, 
as many cases for hearings  
find reason to reflect; the parts per  
 
million encapsulates an obvious limit; a unit 
of measure hesitates to find its fragments  
among a billion confusions of dream-sleep; and  
to find in the morning  
a familiarity of sunlight but  
 
another advertisement— 
infected thought-of-decision; bodies  
of matter begin to take place, a process  
of rotation towards daily, planned, events— 
the ordinary passes into a blur of the day’s contents; a world 
of memory births its own quality 
for being worthy of attribution— 
while each instant, untainted by any 
perception insists of its own significance in the  
absence of its familiarity— 
the world moves on, in a blur  
 
as instant after instant after instant 
add infinity, continues beside hallucinating  
inventions of a world upon  
this passing moment 
of unfabricated potentiality; correlating  
for attention, what grows  
upon attending to a garden of slowly unfolding flowers of focus;   
 
now: without color or scene,  
an endless punctuation of infinity’s birthmark;  
doorway of memory and fulfillment of  
time’s fanatical, relentless 
mask-of-perception of forward— 
aging; made of distinctive parts, the human, 
an anatomy of units; form 
 
of the connection of an instant 
burns epiphany through  



arising of inter-dynamic sequences of perception; we  
can crack the impenetrable delusion of  
solid matter:  
 
the car, a context of earth; all but a 
chair of causality; each 
unattributed, naked bit of sensation  
  
 
 
        
 
 
  
   


